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Explanation 

This document is a Community Discussion Paper for the Tweed Rural Land Strategy, prepared for use in community 
consultation, as a key stage in the preparation of the Tweed Shire Rural Land Strategy.  

EnPlan Australia Pty Ltd has prepared the document based on consideration of publicly available publications and other 
information available including feedback from key stakeholder interviews conducted in March 2013, from community 
consultation forums conducted by Tweed Shire in May 2013, and from on-line responses to a rural landholder survey 
conducted by the Shire in May 2013, all relating to the rural lands of the Tweed Shire. 

Strong effort has been made to incorporate acknowledgement of the sometimes conflicting community feedback 

that has been received, particularly regarding the matter of rural subdivision, rural living, and conflict potentials 

associated with different land uses. The recognition of such community contribution is included without reference 

to specific responses. 

This document also includes summarised information from the accompanying document titled ‘Tweed Shire Rural 

Land Strategy: Resource Inventory and Land Capability Assessment’ prepared by EnPlan Partners with Urban 

Enterprise for Tweed Shire. The latter document is also on the Shire website and should be reviewed for 

background and substantiation of information contained in this document.  

Maps used in this document are at a strategic scale. They cannot be used for consideration of specific sites or properties.   

A reference list identify the source of all material used to inform the project to date is appended to the resource inventory. 

The document is provided to the Tweed Shire for posting on its website and for use in consultation.  

Considerable effort has been devoted to accuracy in this document based on information available to the project team. 
However EnPlan Australia Pty Ltd and Urban Enterprise Pty Ltd are not responsible for any use or interpretations of this 
document. 
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Foreword 

The Tweed Shire covers traditional lands of the Bundjalung Aboriginal Nation, which extends from the Logan River in 
Queensland in the north to as far south as the Clarence River. This land and its waterways, together with its diverse plants 
and animals, sustained all facets of Aboriginal life and culture by providing food and medicine and a focus for recreational, 
ceremonial, and spiritual activity. The traditional lands are also associated with the dreaming stories and cultural learning 
that is still passed on today. 
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SUMMARY  

The following text is derived from detail in the accompanying document on the Tweed website titled Tweed 

Shire Rural Land Strategy: Resource Inventory and Land Capability Assessment. Tweed Shire Council. 

May 2013,and from community consultation responses.  

The Big Picture  

The population of the Tweed Shire exceeds 85,000. While most people live in the main urban areas of Tweed 

Heads, South Tweed, Murwillumbah and Kingscliff, the population is also scattered through the rural hinterland 

in communities and villages. The population has grown by about 2% per annum over approximately the past 20 

years largely from migration into the area. Property values have risen but fluctuated in the Shire, including its 

rural lands, in response to economic variables including influence of the Global Financial Crisis.  

Further, the Shire is not an isolated entity, and for planning and future vision purposes it needs to be considered 

within its broader economic and social contexts in the Northern Rivers Region. The following are some big 

picture characteristics of the Shire. Other key points include: 

• The Shire experiences peri-urban expansion pressure from major population centres, and rural and 

township communities continue to evolve. 

• Agriculture in its various forms and from intensive and extensive commercial enterprises through to small 

scale hobby farming enterprise and non-commercial operations remains the dominant land use by area 

occupied in the rural area of the shire.  

• A large proportion of the rural hill country is covered by or contains substantial stands of native vegetation 

cover are important for biodiversity and other societal values.  

• While there are uniquely excellent views across the whole municipality, tourism within the shire’s rural 

hinterland may be under-developed. It does not appear to be integrated, and is potentially locally 

orientated. 

• The dominant types of agriculture in the shire (eg sugar cane, beef cattle) are not significant tourism 

attractors in their own right. 

• Clearing of land on slopes in excess of 18 degrees is restricted under State regulations 

• While landscape appears relatively complex, land classes across most of the shire are broadly either: 

– Alluvial flats. 

– Rolling to undulating low hills.  

– Relatively narrow band grazing land too steep to cultivate sustainably, containing much rural living 

/ hobby farming, and grazing (mainly cattle). 

– Steep hill country (mainly) retaining forest cover.  

A key consideration for Tweed Council is the cumulative implications of its planning decisions on the long term 

ability of the Council and the State Government to provide efficient and effective social environmental and 

infrastructure services to a potentially increasingly dispersed rural population. 

Commonwealth, State and Local Government Responsibilities over land 
use and development  

In broad terms the Commonwealth is not involved in land use planning and land management. These functions 

are the responsibility of State and Local Governments, whereby the State Government sets the overarching 
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policy framework, which Local Government interprets and applies locally. In land use planning this applies 

through Local Government’s development and implementation of Local Environment Plans (LEPs) that are 

developed within frameworks set by State Government legislation, policy and guidelines. 

The Commonwealth Government can influence land use in some situations through some aspects of 

Commonwealth Legislation, potentially via default. For example the under the Commonwealth’s Environmental 

Protection and Biodiversity Act 1989 (EPBC Act) the relevant Federal Minister can reject proposed projects 

where it is deemed that adverse impacts would occur on ‘listed’ biodiversity species or communities, being 

species or communities of high national significance. Commonwealth legislation also deems mineral resources 

to belong to the Crown and this can have ultimate land use implications, broadly where access to or extraction 

of such resources is required in the national interest.  

Tweed Local Environment Plan (LEP) 

The Tweed LEP must comply with various State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPP) including the SEPP 

(Rural Lands 2008), which collectively provide the framework for local interpretation and expression through the 

LEP. 

The current Tweed LEP 2000 is being revised (currently as Draft LEP 2012) with a new suite of land use Zones 

being introduced across NSW. The LEP includes objectives and planning mechanisms for protection of primary 

production, the protection and use of natural resources, and minimising the potential for land use conflicts.  

Most of the private rural lands in the Shire are currently designated within the Zone 1(a) Rural and Zone 1(b) 

Agricultural Protection. Other zones including Zone 1(c) Rural Living are applied over limited areas. Also:  

• most rural residential zoned land is located in the hinterland areas just inland of the coast and further 

south west along the valley of the Tweed River and its tributaries. 

• there is only a limited supply of land formally zoned for rural residential land in the west of the Shire. 

Other main Strategies and Policies 

The Tweed Shire has other strategies and policies that are relevant to preparation of the Tweed Rural Land 

Strategy. These include:  

• Tweed 4/24 Strategic Plan 2004-2024 (also known as Tweed Futures) and associated underpinning 

documents. 

• Tweed Vegetation Management Strategy 2004 (TVMS)  

• Northern Rivers Catchment Action Plan 2013–2023 (CAP2).  

Settlement trends  

The following will be expected under current trends (ie: with no alternative intervention). 

• The Tweed Shire is expected to provide most future dwelling and residential growth in the Northern 

Rivers Region. Most future growth in absolute numbers of people will be concentrated within the Tweed 

Heads urban area, the nearby Cobaki growth area and the Tweed Coast. Elsewhere, Murwillumbah, 

Bray Park and areas close to the coast (eg: Kielvale, Kings Forest) will experience growth pressure.  

• The Shire’s proximity to Gold Coast in particular has supported employment opportunities for Tweed 

Shire residents. This together with improved transport linkages and sea-change and tree-change 

migration has increased demand for amenity housing in the Shire. 

• Most internal migration movements in the Shire’s rural areas concentrate in Murwillumbah, West 

Murwillumbah, Uki, Bilambil and Terranora. Increased interest in residential development can be 

expected in coastal areas and nearby productive agricultural land in Tweed Shire. 
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• There is likely to be a need in the Shire for increased housing diversity, to cater for the ageing population, 

younger migrating families, and other non-family or non-nuclear family living needs. This includes the 

need for alternative options for older rural landowners as they require social and community services. (In 

2011, detached single dwellings comprised 57% of residences in urban areas and 93% in rural areas. 

• Consultation feedback commonly seeks planning freedom to develop additional housing on farmland as 

a basis for ownership succession within families, and to provide an alternative income stream for farmers 

to assist in retaining farm viability. This is a common planning pressure in agricultural areas. Consultation 

responses also commonly seek to prevent further incursion of housing into agricultural areas. 

Land sustainability and land capability 

Land needs to be used and managed within its sustainable limits. A range of factors can influence the natural 

capability of the land to sustain use. Natural features include geology, soil type, slope, and climate. Human 

activity by way of the type and intensity of land use applied to the land can also influence land performance.  

Hill country lands across the shire have high degradation potential where slopes exceed 18% to 20%, and can 

be subject to soil erosion or slope instability. However, lands on lesser slopes can also have high degradation 

potential and can require careful attention to sustainable land management practices.  

• The Tweed’s flood plain lands are susceptible to the development of acid sulphate soils.  

• Steep land including much banana growing land can be associated with high degradation potential (eg: 

from cultivation, soil surface disturbance, and lack of ground cover). Where worked or cultivated, such 

land requires high resource inputs and the use of sustainable land management practices to minimise 

potential for land degradation. Such land also has low inherent capability for most other uses including 

rural living.  

• Land maintained under forest cover is less susceptible to soil erosion than cleared land, due largely to 

protection of the soil by vegetation canopy and litter, soil drying by deep rooted perennial vegetation and 

binding effects of vegetation roots. 

• Underutilization of land used for agriculture is not a concern from a degradation perspective, so long as 

the condition of the land is protected.  

Rural land uses 

Rural living  

Rural living and hobby farming are widely dispersed across the shire’s rural areas, interspersed with commercial 

farming. The following points summarise main information on rural living in the Shire.  

• Most land zoned for rural residential living is located in the hinterland areas just inland of the coast and 

further southwest along the valley of the Tweed River and its tributaries. There is only a limited supply of 

zoned rural residential land in the western extremity of the Shire. 

• Despite the above there is significant fragmentation of lots throughout Tweed Shire outside of land zoned 

for rural residential purposes, resulting from past survey patterns and subsequent planning decisions.  

• Rural living is often associated with either no primary production, or limited non-commercial scale 

agriculture, potentially to ‘keep the grass eaten down’.  
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Rural towns  

The small rustic townships across the Shire, which all have rich histories, are attractive and important features of 

the shire. The towns contribute greatly to the shire’s character, economy, and sense of community and well-

being. They continue to evolve within their broader communities that are also evolving.  

There has historically been strong interdependence between the townships and the surrounding agricultural and 

resource use sectors. The nature of this changes over time as rural residents and communities become less 

dependent on production off the land. This can change the required role and composition of the towns within 

their communities, and the need for expansion of the towns. Such expansion needs to be strategic and well 

planned to maximise benefit to all including through efficient and sustainable land use, and the efficient 

allocation and use of public resources. 

Agriculture 

In this project the term ‘agriculture’ covers the broad scope of extensive and intensive production activity defined 

as agriculture in the NSW Government document titled LEP Practice Note PN 11-003 Preparing LEPs 

using the Standard Instrument: Definitions. In this context agriculture includes at least dairying, 

feedlots, horticulture, viticulture, and livestock grazing.  

Land available for agriculture is limited and attracts competition for other uses. The NSW Primary Industries 

policy ‘Maintaining land for agricultural industries’
1
 provides guidance to the planning system in ‘providing 

certainty and security for agricultural enterprises over the long term and to enable those enterprises to respond 

to future market, policy, technology and environmental changes’. Key elements are 

Over the past decade agriculture has diminished as a share of New South Wales’ economy. Despite this the 

Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) records that 79% of the Tweed’s rural land is used for agriculture including 

extensive cattle and calf production as the Shire’s dominant private land use. More broadly, the Northern Rivers 

Region remains a state-level significant agricultural producer, particularly for sugarcane, banana, berry, and 

macadamia.  

The following are some main features of agriculture in the Tweed Shire. 

• Sugar cane plantations dominate the floodplain where sugar cane land is protected within the Agricultural 

Protection Zone.  

• The Cudgen-Duranbah Plateau supports intensive vegetable growing (mainly sweet potatoes) also 

within the Agricultural Protection Zone 

• The hill country is generally grazed extensively by beef cattle and is potentially capable of higher-level 

production.  

• Banana production is generally confined to steeper slopes. 

• Other main commodities (eg horticultural tree crops, passion fruit, tea) are represented by a small 

number of enterprises, and do not occupy large land areas relative to the above uses. 

• The dairy industry has diminished.  

• In comparison to the Gold Coast Region, nurseries, cut flowers and cultivated turf, vegetable and milk 

produce are significantly under represented in the Tweed Shire. 

• Land use for beef cattle production, with associated vegetation retention, is a key feature of scenic 

amenity of the Shire’s hinterland.  

                                                      
1
 Maintaining land for agricultural industries. NSW Primary Industries Policy Number 0-104. NSW 

Government (Effective 20/5/2011) 
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• Consultation responses have provided mixed messages regarding the future of agriculture in Tweed 

Shire.  

The main trends in agriculture and agricultural land use over the past 20-30 years are discussed later 
in this report.  

Natural Environment and Biodiversity 

The Tweed Shire’s biodiversity is well described in various reports. The Shire contains exceptional biodiversity 

and other natural environmental assets. These occur in the shire’s National Parks and other public and private 

lands. Linear reserves along streams and road reserves also contain strong biodiversity values both in their 

biodiversity content and in their functions as biodiversity corridors.  

The North Coast Bio-geographic Region which includes Tweed Shire contains the greatest diversity of rainforest 

types in NSW, some of World Heritage status. This includes over ninety species of Eucalyptus...  

The shire also contains outstanding landscapes and other more general scenic appeal particularly in and 

looking onto the hills. These and the shire’s biodiversity are essential elements of the shire’s attraction for living 

and tourism and need to be protected in balance with other land use and management of the shire’s rural lands. 

Various planning tools can be applied through the Tweed LEP to assist with protection and enhancement in 

concert with the NSW and Commonwealth biodiversity protection legislation and associated regulations.  

Tourism 

While there may be substantial potential for tourism expansion, the shire competes with elsewhere for tourism. 

Biodiversity, and maintaining the scenic beauty of agricultural landscapes through retention of native vegetation 

across rural landscapes, and the rustic communal character of rural townships, are likely to be critical factors for 

the shire’s tourism future. However, while tourism opportunities may include strong nature-based or farm-based 

components, current servicing infrastructure and access into national parks appears poor. 

Tourism is important to individual local rural towns, but this is limited by competition in context of the broader 

region, and is likely to be mainly locally based tourism. 

Potential does exist for incompatibility between some tourism accommodation venues and surrounding rural 

uses including some forms of agriculture. 

Other matters  

Extractive Industries  

The Shire contains many former and current extractive industry sites that historically been used for road making 

and other construction purposes. The industry is tightly regulated and its siting and operations are subject to the 

NSW SEPP (Mining, Petroleum Production and Extractive Industries) 2007. 

Coal Seam Gas  

Coal seam gas (CSG) is natural gas found in coal deposits. It can be used for domestic and industrial 

processes, and potentially for electricity generation. Decisions on approval of coal seam gas or other mining 

development proposals is the role of the relevant state and/or federal government regulator, and will sit ‘above’ 

the Tweed Rural Land Strategy and the Tweed LEP. The current Tweed Rural Land Strategy project does not 

influence and is not influenced by this matter. 

On 19 February 2013, the Premier announced new measures to protect residential areas and critical industry 

clusters from CSG activity. These include: 
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New CSG exploration and production activities will be prohibited within and under existing and future residential areas as 

well as land identified as part of a critical industry cluster. Land within two kilometres of residential land will also be 

excluded from CSG activity. 

The independent Environment Protection Authority (EPA) will now be the lead regulator of environmental and health 

impacts of CSG activities in NSW with responsibility for compliance and enforcement. 

An Office of CSG Regulation will be established within the Department of Trade and Investment to enforce other 

regulations. 

The Chief Scientist and Engineer will conduct an independent review of all CSG activities in NSW, including the potential 

impact on rural residences and potential impacts on water catchments. 

All exploration, assessment and production titles and activities will be required to hold and Environment Protection 

Licence. 

Feedback on the above was invited until Friday 12 April 2013, which has now passed. A press release from the 

Minister for Planning and Infrastructure on 21 March 2013 stated the following: 

The amendment seeks to prohibit CSG exploration and production activity within two kilometres of residential zones and 

proposed future residential areas. Drilling underneath these zones will also be prohibited.  

CSG activities will also be excluded from land identified as a Critical Industry Cluster – which includes the Upper Hunter 

horse breeding and wine making industries. 

Once finalised, the policy will ensure CSG exploration and production activities cannot occur in country towns, suburbs, 

villages and critical industry clusters across NSW.  

Exclusion zones are part of additional measures being put in place by the Government to address community concerns 

about CSG. 

The draft Mining SEPP can be viewed at: www.planning.nsw.gov.au/onexhibition. 
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PART 1: INTRODUCTION 
This Section introduces the Tweed Shire Rural Land Strategy project. 

Project objectives 

The overarching aim of the Tweed Rural Land Strategy is to provide a clear workable policy framework for the 

management and development of a sustainable and viable future for the rural lands in the Tweed.  

The strategy will be underpinned by a range of information that broadly relates to the economic character of the 

shire, the diversity and capability of its lands, and the range and potentials for land use in the shire.  

Further, the project addresses the Tweed Shire Council’s requirement for ‘a rural land strategy that has been 

well documented over the preceding decade and highlighted by the development of a ‘Rural Land Strategy’ 

prepared by the then Tweed Economic Development Corporation in 2002’. That study recommended an urgent 

need for local, state and federal government action and intervention to address small lot sizes and lack of 

economies of scale which was impacting on agricultural viability and sustainability and the pressure for 

subdivision and urban encroachment on rural zoned land in the Tweed. 

Project scope 

The Strategy will be used by Tweed Council to help inform planning decisions in the shire and to provide clarity 

to the shire’s residents, and potential developers on Council’s expectations for the use of the shire’s rural lands. 

The project considers private rural land. It considers public land only to the extent that land use and 

development on private land may impact public land values (and vice versa). 

For the purposes of the Strategy, rural land is defined as follows:  

All land that is not urban or Crown land (National Parks, State Forests and reserved land), or land which is wholly or 

mainly used for, or for the time being is used for, or has the potential to be used for, primary production or extractive 

industry. 

There are four stages to the project. 

Stage 1: Resource Inventory and Land Capability Assessment 

Stage 2: Issues Analysis 

Stage 3: Land Suitability and Options Paper 

Stage 4: Strategy Development & Implementation. 

This issues paper relates to Stages 1 and 2 of the project. 

Purpose and use of this Discussion Paper 

The Tweed Shire Council seeks community input to assist in identifying the community’s visions for the future 

of the shire’s rural lands, and associated implications. This paper is prepared to assist this process. It provides: 

• a ‘snapshot’ of the main issues relating to the future planning of the shire’s rural lands;  

• a brief introduction to the main land use categories occurring in the shire; 

• a request for feedback response specifically on the community’s 20 year forward visions for the rural 

areas of the shire. 

The outcome of the Strategy will provide guidance for the development and refinement of the Tweed Local 

Environment Plan (LEP) and associated Shire policies and strategies. Through these it will provide a basis for 

the future planning decisions across the shire’s rural areas. 
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Consultation processes
2
 conducted to date in preparing the strategy include: 

• Face to face discussions with key representatives from grower organisations, processors, industry, local 

and State government agencies in March 2013.  

• Six community consultation forums conducted by the Tweed Shire in May 2013 at various locations in 

the shire.  

• an on-line survey conducted in May 2013, based on a mail out distribution to all rural landholders in the 

shire.  

This document should be read in conjunction with the accompanying document titled Tweed Shire Rural Land 

Strategy: Resource Inventory and Land Capability Assessment
3
 . 

Objectives of land use planning and principles of sustainability 

The primary principle guiding land use planning in Australia is to plan for the use, development and protection of 

land in the present and long-term interests of all citizens. 

The objectives of the NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 No 203 are presented below. 

With minor variation, these objectives are common across Australia’s states. 

Objectives of the NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 No 203 

(a) To encourage: 

(i) the proper management, development and conservation of natural and artificial resources, including 
agricultural land, natural areas, forests, minerals, water, cities, towns and villages for the purpose of 
promoting the social and economic welfare of the community and a better environment, 

(ii) the promotion and co-ordination of the orderly and economic use and development of land, 

(iii) the protection, provision and co-ordination of communication and utility services, 

(iv) the provision of land for public purposes, 

(v) the provision and co-ordination of community services and facilities, and 

(vi) the protection of the environment, including the protection and conservation of native animals and plants, 
including threatened species, populations and ecological communities, and their habitats, and 

(vii) ecologically sustainable development, and 

(viii) the provision and maintenance of affordable housing, and 

(b) To promote the sharing of the responsibility for environmental planning between the different levels of government in 
the State, and 

(c) To provide increased opportunity for public involvement and participation in environmental planning and assessment. 

 

In NSW the above objectives are implemented through the development and implementation of LEPs at the 

local Government level under Division 4 of the Act. 

The above objectives and the context of LEPs are strongly based on sustainability principles where 

sustainability is defined as a framework for balancing the environmental, social, economic values and assets to 

meet current needs, without compromising the ability for future generations to meet their needs
4
. 

There are many variations of the expression and definitions of sustainability. The following expression is 

relevant to the land use planning at the Local Government level as applied across Australia. 

 

 

 

                                                      
2
 Collations of these responses are provided on the Tweed Shire website for the current project 

3
 Refer to Shire Website  

4
 In part derived from the NSW Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991 
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Table 1: Sustainability principles 

Sustainability 
Element  

Principle  Objective  

Sustainable economic 
development  

To enhance individual and community well-being and welfare 
through economic development that safeguards the welfare of 
future generations, through effective and efficient resource use and 
service provision.  

Economic  

Sustainable growth To develop a strong, growing and diversified economy that also 
enhances capacity for environmental protection. 

Intergenerational equity  To provide for equity within and between generations by ensuring 
that current policy and actions account for the current needs while 
not affect adversely affecting the ability of future generations to 
access resources and services.  

Social  

Community engagement To include broad community involvement in decisions and actions 
on issues which affect them. 

Ecological integrity  To protect biological diversity and maintain essential ecological 
processes and life-support systems.  

Precautionary principle To ensure that where there are threats of serious or irreversible 
environmental damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be 
used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent 
environmental degradation.  

Global impacts To recognise and consider the ‘global’ dimension of the 
environmental impacts of actions and policies by reducing 
dependency on non renewable resources, and increasing 
renewables, particularly in the area of energy and greenhouse gas 
emission. 

Environmental  

Environmental 
responsibility 

To maintain and enhance international competitiveness in an 
environmentally sound manner by avoiding, minimising and 
mitigating environmental impacts of actions while maximizing 
efficient use of resources, minimising wastes and preventing 
pollution. 

Governance  Systems thinking  To integrate decision making processes across long-term and 
short-term economic, environmental, social and equity 
considerations.  

Source: Developed by EnPlan from analysis of a range of organisational and broader expressions of 

sustainability.  

Roles of Commonwealth, State and Local Government  

The Australian Constitution does not deal explicitly with environmental powers, and the 1992 Intergovernmental 

Agreement on the Environment coordinates the approach to environmental management by the three tiers of 

Australian government: federal, state and local. Traditionally however, land use and land use planning in 

Australia has been governed by state and local government mainly through public policy and regulation to meet 

government objectives. The following text briefly summarizes the position. 

The Federal Government has responsibility for environmental issues of national significance, national 

environmental reporting and the implementation of international treaties and obligations.  

State and Territory governments are involved in the management of land and water use, and environmental 

protection. They typically have legal and administrative powers over ownership and use of land, the 

environment, urban, regional and rural planning and development. State and Territory Governments set 

overarching policies and mechanisms that are commonly interpreted and applied by local government at the 

local level. In land use planning for example, State Governments commonly determine the range of land use 

zones to be applied by local Government across the state.  
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While the severity and extent of environmental problems vary across the States and Territories, the jurisdictions 

have generally similar land management and environmental legislation and programs. These typically cover 

matters such as aspects of natural resource management, land use planning, water management and water 

quality, environmental protection (air, land and water), soil conservation, pest plant and animal matters, and 

biodiversity conservation. 

Local Government plays a key role in planning and land use decisions, such as the application of land-use 

zoning and related planning tools (via Local Environment Plans / Planning Schemes, and native vegetation 

preservation or clearing by-laws). In particular, local government approves or disapproves land uses that require 

permits in given land use zones, and it determines the conditions under which zones are administered, for 

example the minimum size of subdivision allowed in a farming zone. 
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PART 2: LAND RESOURCES IN THE TWEED SHIRE  
This Part provides a summary description of the land resources in Tweed Shire. 

Geology  

The Geology of the Shire is presented in Figure 1.  

Landform  

Tweed Shire’s contains a diverse range of landforms that reflect its complex geology, variable topography, and 

wide range of soil types. 

Landform types  

The Shire contains the following main landforms that are directly related to the geology. Primarily, the Shire is 

encircled by three mountain ranges: the McPherson Range in the north, the Tweed Range (west) and the 

Border-Nightcap Range (south). 
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Figure 1: Geology of Tweed Shire 

 

Source: 1:250,000 Geological Map: NSW Division of Resources and Energy, Minerals and Petroleum. 
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Figure 2: Land form units of the Tweed 

 

 

Source: Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads, Morand, D.T (1996). 
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Table 2 describes the main features of the main landforms in the Tweed Shire. The table should be read with 

reference to Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

Table 2: Landform descriptions for the Tweed Shire. 

Landform  Description 

Tweed-Byron Coast The narrow coastal plain contains a complex mix of river sediments, sands and peats with 
sands (including sand sheets and dunes) fringing the coast. It contains poorly drained 
depressions between the dunes and sand sheets. This landform is largely urbanized. 

Tweed Estuary This plain at the lower section of the Tweed catchment is formed from in-filling of former 
landscapes by alluvial/estuarine processes. Acid sulfate soils occur. Most sugar cane 
production occurs on this landform. 

Burringbar Hills These steep rolling hills occupy much of the eastern half of the Shire and include hill 
country interspersed by narrow alluvial plains of the streams that drain the hills. The hills 
are mainly based on metamorphic sedimentary material (ie: hardened by heat and 
pressure). They also include steep, rolling hills formed on the Chillingham Volcanics that 
occur as a narrow north-south spine bisecting the Tweed Valley, and marking the western 
limit of the Burringbar Hills. The Hills also includes the granitic Mount Nullum. The 
landform contains a range of soil types. Lower slopes are commonly used for extensive 
grazing and rural living and the upper slopes are generally forested.  

Border-Nightcap Range This typically forested hilly to mountainous landform is the western part of the Shire. It 
mainly contains public land  

Mount Warning Massif Mount Warning is the remnant core of the (long extinct) Tweed Shire Volcano. The steep 
rim of the caldera5 surrounds Mount Warning at a radius of approximately 15 kilometres. 
The Tweed River has broken through the eastern side of the volcano’s rim and its 
tributaries have carved out the hills of the Tweed catchment. Mt Warning at 1156m ASL is 
the prominent feature of the Tweed Valley. It is characterised by heavily forested, steep 
and rugged topography of the Mount Warning National Park. 

Tweed Volcano Caldera This is an area of low rolling hills on mixed geology within the eroded caldera of the 
Tweed Volcano. It also contains narrow alluvial plains of the Tweed, Oxley and Rous 
Rivers. It contains various soil types including clayey soils on the alluvial plains. Grazing 
occurs on the low hills and the alluvial plains. Rural living use is common.  

Terranora Hills These low hills that are often capped by basalt occur in the east around the Cudgen 
Plateau, Duranbah, and Terranora areas. They are a north easterly extension of the 
Burringbar Hills, and are characterised by long north easterly trending ridges. The 
'Krasnozems' soils are relatively neutral, fertile, red loamy soils used for horticulture. The 
Cudgen Plateau is an important area for sweet potato production. The Terranora Hills are 
under high pressure for subdivision.  

Mackellar Hills These steep, elevated areas in the south-west of the Shire consist mostly of basalt but 
with sandstones exposed in places. Slopes are steep and mass movement is common. 
Major soil types include Chocolate Soils and Prairie Soils on slopes, and Black Earths 
and Brown Clays on foot-slopes and lower slopes. The sandstone areas contain yellow 
Podzolic soils. 

Source: Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads, Morand, D.T (1996 

Figure 3 illustrates slope variability and flooding occurrence in the Shire. While the map is presented here in 

small scale its purpose is to indicate that a high proportion of Tweed Shire is either flood prone land or in hill 

country with at least 10% slope (with a significant proportion over 20%). The higher slopes are generally 

associated with higher land degradation potential. As a key factor in planning strategies to minimise land 

degradation, state agencies involved in rural land use have developed land classification systems that allow the 

assessment of land capability and/or suitability for various uses. 

                                                      
5
 A caldera is a cauldron-like volcanic feature usually formed by the collapse of land following a volcanic 

eruption. They are sometimes confused with volcanic craters.  
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Figure 3: Tweed Shire Gradient map 

 
Source: Tweed Shire Council 
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Soil Landscapes  

In addition to the above landforms, the Department of Land and Water Conservation (DLWC) has identified 

‘Soil Landscapes’ for the Tweed Shire
6
, A soil landscape is an area of land with a common suite of soil types 

and landscape attributes.  

More specifically Soil Landscapes are defined as areas formed by similar geomorphological processes with 

‘recognisable and specifiable topographies and soils, that are capable of presentation on maps, and can be 

described by concise statements. It follows that Soil Landscapes. They are not areas of uniform soil or uniform 

visual landscape. In other places (eg Victoria). Soil Landscapes are known as Land Systems which is arguably 

a more descriptive term. 

Soil Landscapes provide a useful basis for considering issues relating to land use and land capability at strategic 

planning levels.  

The Tweed contains 34 Soil Landscapes within eight Soil Landscape Groups: Estuarine Soil Landscape 

(Coastal floodplains); Beach, Aeolian and Swamp Soil Landscapes (Coastal lowlands); Residual Soil 

Landscape (Volcanic plateaux); Colluvial Soil Landscapes (Volcanic ranges); Erosional Soil Landscapes 

(Eroded escarpment ranges); Transferral And Alluvial Soil Landscapes (the undulating to rolling hills and low 

hills); and Alluvial Soil Landscape (inland floodplains). The 8 Soil Landscape Groups are described in the 

accompanying Resource Inventory and Land Capability Assessment document.  

The ‘Soil Landscapes’ report provides detailed descriptions of each of the 34 Soil Landscapes. Within each 

description it provides land capability statements for grazing and cropping agriculture and for on-site waste 

absorption. This matter is discussed under the heading ‘Land capability’.   

Land use  

Main land uses in the Tweed Shire include a range of agricultural enterprise types, non-production based rural 

lifestyle living that may or may be accompanied by some agricultural production, and conservation/biodiversity 

management. 

The various agricultural industries include: sugar cane, bananas, vegetable production, horticultural tree and 

vine crops (eg; macadamia, coffee, passionfruit, tea), beef production and dairying. A range of other small-scale 

production types also occurs.  

Most of the above agricultural use types require management commitment through commercial farming 

operations. Beef production can often occur as a ‘secondary’ use on small properties on which agricultural 

production is not the primary purpose of land ownership and management. This does not infer that effort and 

expertise are not required in beef production and cattle management. It also does not infer that such production 

activity occurs as a commercial enterprise. In some cases livestock may be held primarily to utilise grass growth. 

                                                      
6
 Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads 1:100,000 Sheet, Map and Report, DLWC. Morand (1996) 

1st Edition) 
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Figure 4: Soil Landscapes in Tweed Shire  
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Key for Figure 4  
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Table 3: Area of land occupied by main rural land use categories in Tweed Shire  

Land Use Description 
Total Extent 
('000 ha) 

Total Extent (%) 

Agriculture 57.4 53.40% 

Minimal use (uncleared private land) 28.2 26.10% 

Nature conservation (public land) 17.4 16.20% 

Forestry 2.4 2.20% 

Built environment 1.7 1.60% 

Waterbodies not elsewhere classified 0.5 0.50% 

Source:  Australian Natural Resources Atlas Website (2001) 

 

Figure 5 identifies Tweed Shire’s agricultural land use. The map is at strategic scale derived from previous work 

for the shire and other agencies. The map is not suitable for interpretation of agricultural land classing at the 

individual property scale. 
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Figure 5: Current location of crops and grazing in Tweed Shire  
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Land capability  

Tweed Shire’s diverse range of landforms reflects its complex geology, variable topography, and wide range of 

soil types. The diversity results in a range of inherent capabilities of the land to support various rural and urban 

uses. These can vary substantially in short distances within and between individual land titles.  

If land is used such that the use activity exceeds the land’s natural capability to sustain the use, then it is likely to 

degrade. Further, all rural uses have the potential to cause land degradation if the land use pressure exceeds 

the land’s inherent capability. Sustainable use can occur on land with low inherent capability for that use, but 

additional resources will need to be applied to achieve sustainability relative to land with higher inherent 

capability.  

Land degradation hazards in Tweed Shire are well identified and described in Volume 2 of the Tweed 

Vegetation Management Strategy 2004 and other documents. They are particularly well described in the in the 

DLWC Soil Landscapes document discussed previously. Common degradation hazard types include:  

• soil erosion  

• mass movement / Slope failure (including land slip and land creep) 

• streambank erosion 

• coastal erosion  

• acid sulphate soils  

• flooding.  

Land degradation in the shire has been common on cleared land. It most commonly occurs as sheet and gully 

soil erosion, erosion of beds and banks of streams, landslips or mass movement, and as acid sulphate soils on 

river flats. These forms of degradation in turn cause sedimentation, and other water pollution. Soil erosion also 

generally reduces water infiltration into the land and causes faster and increased rainfall runoff. This in turn 

contributes to higher and more rapid flood peaks.  

Soil conservation is addressed in a series of Best Management Practice guides produced by the Northern 

Rivers CMA for a range of agricultural production types
7
.  

The detailed DLWC Soil Landscapes document provides assessments for each Soil Landscape of land 

capability for grazing and regular cropping agriculture, and for on-site waste absorption and for building 

excavation. The latter two are the primary indicators of land capability for rural living rural living. These matters 

are discussed below. 

 

 

                                                      
7
 Refer NRCMA Webpage at http://www.northern.cma.nsw.gov.au/publications 
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Land capability for Agriculture 

Agricultural land can be classified according to capability and suitability which are different features. Land can 

have high capability for an agricultural use, but the same land may have low suitability if (for example) it is 

located immediately beside an urban residential area where the use of chemical sprays or fertiliser may be 

inappropriate.  

• The former NSW Department of Land and Water Conservation used land-classing criteria based on soil 

degradation potential. These criteria primarily consider the inherent physical characteristics of an 

area, its soils, topography and the local climate. 

• The NSW Department of Agriculture's land classification system classifies land according to the 

agricultural productivity potential of the land, and includes consideration of existing socio-economic 

factors, local infrastructure, and geographic location. 

In a variation to the former NSW Soil Conservation Service’s eight class agricultural land-capability classing 

system the DLWC report, Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads (authored by D T Morand in 

1996) classifies agricultural land capability on the basis of severity of the limitations likely to affect regular 

cultivation and grazing practices. The report uses four degrees of severity for land capability limitations for 

regular cultivation and grazing: ‘Low’, ‘Moderate’, ‘High’ and ‘Severe’. Table 4 and Table 5 describe the 

classifications for agriculture (Regular cultivation) and Agriculture (Grazing). 

Table 4: Land capability classifications for regular cultivation 

Land capability classification  Description  

Low limitations for regular 
cultivation 

No special soil conservation practices are necessary to maintain a stable land surface 
apart from sound soil management. 

Moderate limitations for regular 
cultivation 

Intense soil conservation measures such as graded banks, waterways, diversion 
banks and contour cultivation are adequate to maintain stability. 

High and severe limitations for 
regular cultivation 

Due to the severity of limitations present, land is not capable of supporting regular 
cultivation, which should be avoided. 

Source: Table prepared from text in Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads. 

Table 5: Land Capability classifications for grazing 

Land capability classification  Description  

Low limitations for grazing Simple soil conservation practices such as pasture improvement, fertilisation, grazing 
pressure control and vermin control are necessary to maintain a stable land surface. 

Moderate limitations for grazing Intensive soil conservation measures such as grades banks, diversion banks and 
gully control structures as well as pasture improvement and fertilisation, controlled 
grazing pressure and vermin control are necessary to maintain a stable soil surface. 

High and severe limitations for 
grazing 

The land is best suited to retention of native vegetation or forestry. Livestock should 
be excluded. 

Source: Table prepared from text in Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads. 

Many locations in Tweed Shire with high and severe limitations for cultivation and other soil disturbance support 

banana plantations. Bananas are grown on steep, well drained northerly and north-easterly slopes to provide 

frost free, warm growing conditions. Permanent ground cover needs to be maintained to prevent water erosion. 

Land capability maps for regular cultivation and grazing use are depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The maps in 

this report are derived from Morand’s Soil Landscapes descriptions which include descriptions of land capability 

based on the above criteria, as the base mapping units and his criteria above for applying land capability to 

each Soil Landscape. The maps are at a strategic scale. They provide a ‘big picture’ guide and cannot be used 

for interpretation of individual sites or individual properties.  
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Figure 6: Land capability for agriculture: Regular cultivation 

 

Source: Prepared by EnPlan and Urban Enterprise from content of Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads. 
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Figure 7: Land capability for agriculture: Grazing 

 
 

Source: Prepared by EnPlan and Urban Enterprise from content of Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads. 
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Land capability for Rural Living 

Rural living is generally considered to be the use of land primarily for the purpose of living in a rural environment, 

with little or no emphasis on primary production. 

Assessment of land capability for rural living requires consideration of the inherent characteristics of the land to 

install and support the operation of (for example) effluent disposal systems and unsealed roads, and to 

accommodate other excavation such as for building foundations and concrete slabs, without degradation (eg: 

slope failure or erosion). Characteristics such as erodibility, depth and permeability of soil, slope gradient and 

flood hazard criteria are considered. The NSW Government has published guidelines for onsite effluent 

disposal
8
 that use such criteria. The EPA publication can be used to consider land capability for rural living at 

specific sites in terms of limitations for onsite effluent disposal methods. 

Land capability constraints for rural living are depicted in Table 6. The limitations are categorized under 

landscape constraints related to land slope and instability and soils limitations, which in turn relate to increasing 

difficulties in construction and maintenance matters including effluent disposal, excavation for access, 

foundations/slabs and services, and additional resourcing needs to manage these sustainably.  

                                                      
8 On-site Sewage Management for Single Households: Environment & Health Protection Guidelines. EPA 

NSW and other State agencies. January 1998. 
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Table 7 identifies site assessment rating for on-site waste treatment (septic) systems. 

Table 8 provides the NSW State agencies recommended buffer distances for on-site systems.  

 

Table 6: Constraints relevant to rural living and wastewater disposal  

Wastewater disposal 

Constraint 
Rural 
living Surface 

irrigation 
Trench 
absorption 

Pump out 

Landscape constraints 

Steepness of slope √ √ √ √ 

Water erosion hazard √    

Flood hazard √ √ √ √ 

Acid sulphate soils √    

Mass movement √ √ √ √ 

Wave attack √    

Poor site 
drainage/waterlogging 

√ √ √ √ 

General foundation 
hazard 

√    

Shallow soils  √ √ √ 

Rock outcrop √    

Soil physical constraints 

Shrink swell potential √ √ √ √ 

Low soil strength √    

Low or high 
permeability 

 √ √ √ 

Stoniness  √ √ √ 

Soil chemical constraints 

Salinity √ √ √ √ 

Acid and alkaline 
soils 

√ √ √ √ 

Sodicity  √ √ √ 

Low phosphorus 
sorption 

 √ √ √ 

Source: DECCW (2010) publication, Soil and Land Constraint Assessment for Urban and Regional Planning.  
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Table 7: Site assessment rating for on-site systems 

Site features Relevant systems Minor limitations Moderate limitations Major limitations Restrictive feature 

All land application systems 
Rare, above 1 in 20 year 
flood contour 

 
Frequent, below 1 in 20 year 
flood contour 

Transport of wastewater off-
site 

Flood potential 

All treatment systems 
Vents, openings and 
electrical components above 
1 in 100 year flood contour 

 
Vents, openings and 
electrical components below 
1 in 100 year flood contour 

Transport of wastewater off-
site. System failure and 
electrocution hazard 

Exposure All land application systems High sun and wind exposure  Low sun and wind exposure Poor evapotranspiration 

Surface irrigation 0-6 6-12 >12 Run-off, erosion 

Sub-surface irrigation 0-10 10-20 >20 Run-off, erosion Slope% 

Absorption system 0-10 10-20 >20 Run-off, erosion 

Landform All systems Hill crests 
Concave side slopes and 
foot-slopes 

Drainage plains and incised 
channels 

Groundwater pollution 
hazard. Resurfacing hazard 

Run-on and upslope 
seepage 

All land application systems None-low Moderate High – diversion not practical 
Transport of wastewater off-
site 

Erosion potential All land application systems 
No sign of erosion potential 
present 

 
Signs of erosion, eg rills, 
mass movement and slope 
failure present 

Soil degradation and 
transport, system failure 

Site drainage All land application systems 
No visible signs of surface 
dampness 

 

Visible signs of surface 
dampness, such as moisture 
tolerant vegetation, 
seepages, soaks and 
springs 

Groundwater pollution 
hazard. Resurfacing hazard 

Fill All systems No fill Fill present  
Subsidence. Variable 
permeability 

Buffer distance All land application systems 
For buffer distances refer to 
details in table below. 

  Health and pollution risk 

Land area All systems Area is available  Area is not available Health and pollution risk 

Rocks and rock 
outcrop (% of land 
surface containing 
rocks>200mm 
diameter) 

All land application systems <10% 10-20% >20% Limits system performance 
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Site features Relevant systems Minor limitations Moderate limitations Major limitations Restrictive feature 

Geology/regolith All land application systems   
Major geological 
discontinuities, fractured or 
highly porous regolith 

Groundwater pollution 
hazard 

Source: NSW State Agencies, Environment and Health Protection Guidelines for On-site Sewerage Management for Single Households (1998) 
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Table 8: Recommended Buffer Distances for On-Site Systems 

Type of on-site 
wastewater disposal 
system 

Recommended buffer distances 

100 metres to permanent surface waters (eg river, streams, lakes etc) 

250 metres to domestic groundwater well 
All land application 
systems 

40 metres to other waters (eg farm dams, intermittent waterways/drainage channels, etc) 

6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of driveways and 
property boundaries 

15 metres to dwellings 

3 metres to paths and walkways 

Surface spray 
irrigation 

6 metres to swimming pools 

Surface drip and 
trickle irrigation 

6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of swimming pools, 
property boundaries, driveways and buildings 

Subsurface irrigation 
6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of swimming pools, 
property boundaries, driveways and buildings 

12 metres if area up-gradient and 6 metres if area down-gradient of property boundary 
Absorption system 6 metres if area up-gradient and 3 metres if area down-gradient of swimming pools, 

driveways and buildings 

Source: NSW State Agencies, Environment and Health Protection Guidelines for On-site Sewerage 
Management for Single Households (1998) 

Land capability mapping for rural living 

As for land capability for agriculture the Soil Landscape DLWC report, Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-

Tweed Heads (authored by D T Morand in 1996) describes land capability of all Soil Landscapes for building 

foundations and septic absorption in terms of hazard and limitations. Land capability for these two functions 

account for much of the land capability criteria for rural dwellings. The report uses the following ratings 

• A four-class limitation rating is used for building foundations hazard: ‘Extreme’, ‘High’, ‘Moderate’ and 

‘Low’.  

• A three-class limitation rating is used for septic absorption capability: ‘Major’, ‘Moderate’ and ‘Minor’.  

Figure 8 and Figure 9 depict the above ratings for the Shire derived directly from the ratings in the Soil 

Landscapes report. The maps are at a strategic scale. They provide a ‘big picture’ guide and cannot be used for 

interpretation of individual sites or individual properties. For example while the septic absorption map indicates 

‘major’ limitations across most of the shire there this does not infer that septic systems cannot be installed or that 

limitations all sites would necessarily demonstrate that rating. It does infer however that across the Shire the 

land is well suited for septic absorption and that assessment land is needed on a site by site basis in 

applications for approval of subdivisions where housing is anticipated and when individual approval applications 

are made for dwellings or other uses requiring on-site treated liquid waste disposal. 
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Figure 8: Land capability limitations for building foundations 

 

Prepared by EnPlan and Urban Enterprise from content of Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads. 
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Figure 9: Land capability limitations for septic waste absorption 

 

Prepared by EnPlan and Urban Enterprise from content of Soil Landscapes of the Murwillumbah-Tweed Heads. 
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Land capability and lot sizes  

The Tweed contains a diverse range of land use types including agriculture, rural living, biodiversity 

conservation, tourism infrastructure, and extractive industries, and in the very broadest terms there are four 

main land types (ignoring geology) in the shire: 

• River flats and associated terraces 

• Undulating low rolling to moderate hills  

• Foothills to about 18% to 20% slope 

• Middle and upper slopes and ridges on hill country (say >20%). 

Lot sizes also vary considerably across the shire from historic land survey and subsequent subdivision activity. 

Over recent decades subdivision has has mainly catered for hobby farm and non-production based rural living 

use.  

The planning system generally uses default ‘minimum lot sizes’ for land subdivision and for permitted housing. 

The ‘generic’ minimum lot sizes set in LEP under various land use zones are largely determined by 

Government policy, not by individual Councils. A 40ha minimum generally applicable to farming areas is a size 

that provides for retention dominant forms of agriculture either on single or multiple lots within the same 

enterprise, and that provides for flexibility into the future. It is also a size that has traditionally provided for 

purchase by local landholders for addition to existing properties. However this has become more problematic as 

increased pressure for and incidence of hobby farming and rural living has escalated rural land prices, which is 

increasingly competing ‘traditional farmers’ out of the purchase market.  

The 40 ha lot size for economic farming does not account for economic farming on a single lot or multiple lots, 

as this cannot be determined. This is because commodity prices and cost structures vary over time, and the 

economic circumstances and objectives of individuals and individual farming families or corporations vary 

‘across the board’. On these and other criteria there is no basis for the planning system to determine what is an 

economically viable lot or farm size. 

Another consideration is that lot size alone, and the inherent capability of the land for a use do not account for 

the suitability of land for a particular use at a particular location. The dimensions of the land title can also be 

relevant. For example, a 16ha property could be either a square 400m by 400m, or a 4000m by 40m rectangle 

(or any other dimensions). There flexibility for appropriate siting of a dwelling is likely to differ between the two 

lots This could potentially relate to either: 

• options for locating on-site waste treatment infrastructure within accepted buffer limits to prevent off-site 

impacts; or  

• the flexibility to locate house excavations, access tracks, and associated infrastructure at suitable 

locations.  

Such flexibility is likely to be more problematic on smaller rather than larger lots. 

NSW’s government agencies have various guidelines based on land capability criteria as a primary basis for 

planning and assessment of land development proposals. Key relevant tabulations from the NSW DECCW 

(2010) publication, Soil and land constraint assessment for urban and regional planning provides tabulations on 

are provided as Tables 6, 7 and 8 in this document. 

Various guides have also been produced on erosion and sediment control techniques at construction sites. 

These also provide a basis for preparing and assessing construction management plans and associated 

techniques for ongoing erosion and sediment control. The 2006 NSW Department of Environment and 
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Conservation document titled A Resource Guide For Local Councils: Erosion and Sediment Control
9
, is a 

good example. 

A further consideration is that all land is different, and the application of rigid prescriptions for planning decisions 

can stifle innovation, and can result in diminished outcomes relative to what could otherwise be achieved.  

It follows from the above planning systems have use the approach of identifying ‘default’ minimum lot sizes in 

respective land use Zones. Responsible authorities are provided with limited discretionary powers to vary such 

sizes where strategically justified. It is then normal to place the onus on proponents of ‘non-compliant’ 

development proposals to substantiate their applications. The NSW Government policies on this are contained 

in the NSW SEPP (Rural Lands) 2008 under the headings of Rural Planning Principles and Rural Subdivision 

Principles. These are discussed previously in this section of this document.  

In the current Tweed LEP 2000 the default minimum lot size for Zone 1(a) Rural which covers most private rural 

land is 40ha. The Draft LEP 2012 proposes to retain this minimum for the land proposed to be zoned RU2 Rural 

Landscape which is to replace the Zone 1(a)) Rural. These principles are not based primarily on land capability 

considerations, but on the broader policy position of the State government not wanting to fragment rural farming 

land. Land capability will normally not be a limitation for rural land uses on areas of 40ha or more. Likewise the 

10 or 40 hectare minimum lot sizes intended for land zoned RU1 Primary Production (or 10 hectares for land 

currently in the Zone 1(b1) Agricultural Protection) is not based primarily on land capability, but on broader 

agricultural land protection principles. 

While Clause 4.2 of the draft LEP 2012 will allow subdivisions below the prescribed minimum lot size in the rural 

zones, dwelling houses cannot be erected on these lots. This again is based on matters other than land 

capability. The LEP also contains various setback provisions (eg from zone boundaries) that are based on 

amenity considerations rather than land capability.  

The following conclusions are drawn from the above analysis: 

• The State Government has clear principles governing the subdivision and development of rural zoned 

land including the size of rural subdivision and the development of dwellings. These principles are 

primarily to protect the versatility of rural land to retain primary production by preventing fragmentation 

and minimising potential for land use conflicts.  

• The 40ha minimum lot size for subdivision across farming areas in Tweed Shire is large enough to 

accommodate virtually any permitted rural land use without need for consideration of land capability. It is 

the basis of the State policy that fragmentation of rural land into smaller lots diminishes the above 

principles.  

• While Clause 4.2 of the Draft LEP 2012 will allow subdivisions below the prescribed minimum lot size in 

the rural zones, dwelling houses cannot be erected on these lots. This policy matter is based on matters 

other than land capability. In other words, land may be capable of containing a dwelling but such use is 

not permitted because of other policy factors.  

• Relaxation of these minimum risks such fragmentation and alienation of productive land is contrary to 

State policy of SEPP (Rural Areas) 2008. 

• Land capability is a consideration requirement on small lots where dwellings are proposed or likely to be 

proposed. However there is a range of reasons why it is difficult and potentially disadvantageous to apply 

rigid lot size prescriptions.  

• A land use may be sustainable on land with low capability for the use, if design and management is 

adequate to overcome the capability deficiencies. 

                                                      
9
 A Resource Guide for Local Councils: Erosion and Sediment Control. DEC. NSW Government. May 2006. 
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• A range of criteria and measures are and can continue to be applied, that are used to place the onus on 

proponents for proposed subdivision and developments on rural lands to demonstrate sustainability.  

• Based on the above considerations it is appropriate to set minimum lot sizes that are based on 

fragmentation and compatibility reasons rather than land capability criteria per se. The onus should then 

be on proponents to demonstrate that a proposal will both satisfy those broader criteria, and with land 

capability and other considerations including boundary setbacks and buffers where applicable.  

Lot size distribution 

Figure 10 identifies lot size categories across the Shire’s rural lands.  

• Most lots of greater than 100ha are on public land. There is also private land in lots exceeding 100ha, 

mainly in extensive grazing areas in the far west of the Shire. Sugar cane is also produced on some lots 

of this size on the alluvial plain in the east of the Shire. 

• Lots of 40-100ha occur throughout the Shire. They are predominantly used for grazing on the low hills, 

and for sugar cane production on the alluvial plains. There is a general trend toward this larger lot size 

category over smaller lots in the west of the Shire (west of Murwillumbah). In lower and upper hills many 

lots in this size category also retain native vegetation.  

• Lots in the 10-20ha and 20-40ha categories are interspersed with each other, and are located across the 

Shire. They are more concentrated in the eastern half of the Shire across the various landforms, than in 

the west of the Shire. 

• Lots in the 1-5ha and 5-10ha categories are mainly clustered together along narrow valleys and near 

townships. There are also various rural subdivisions in the Shire’s hinterland with lots in these size 

categories. 
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Figure 10: Lot size distribution in the Tweed Shire  

 
Source: Tweed Shire  
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PART 3: LAND USE PLANNING AND THE TWEED LEP 

There is insufficient capacity in this report to discuss all relevant aspects of the NSW State Planning Policies that 

relate to this project. The following content therefore extracts the most directly relevant aspects relating to the 

zoning of rural land for rural uses. A good general overview of the NSW planning framework is contained in the 

document titled Living and Working in Rural Areas: A handbook for managing land use conflict issues 

on the NSW North Coast
10

 (Prepared by the Centre for Coastal Agricultural Landscapes in partnership with 

Northern Rivers Catchment Management Authority. 2007. However, the most up to date specific explanations 

of the NSW planning framework are contained on the NSW planning website.  

NSW State Environmental Planning Policies  

The NSW Government’s State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) aim to achieve orderly and economic 

use and development of the State’s lands, including rural lands for rural and related purposes. The policies 

provide the bases for land use planning at the local Government level. Local Government is obliged to 

implement State policy, which prevails over local policy where any discrepancy may occur. The full list of NSW 

SEPPs is provided on the NSW State website
11

.  

NSW State policies with direct relevance to the Tweed Rural Land Strategy include the following:  

• SEPP (State and Regional Development) 2011 

• SEPP (Rural Lands) 2008 

Summary information on this policy is provided below  

• SEPP (Mining, Petroleum Production and Extractive Industries) 2007 

This policy recognises of the importance mining, petroleum production and extractive industries to NSW, 

and provides for ‘the proper management and development of mineral, petroleum and extractive material 

resources for the purpose of promoting the social and economic welfare of the State’ 

• State Environmental Planning Policy No 15—Rural Landsharing Communities. 

This policy encourages and facilitates the development of rural land-sharing communities committed to 

environmentally sensitive and sustainable land use practices. It sets tight conditions for such 

development, broadly relating to (but not limited to) land use, land title, land capability, community 

populations, development quality and density, physical infrastructure and environmental health 

standards, management planning, and decision guidelines. 

• State Environmental Planning Policy No 30—Intensive Agriculture 

This policy requires development consent for cattle feedlots for 50 or more cattle or piggeries of 200 or 

more pigs. It identifies information and public notification requirements to ensure effective planning 

controls over this rural industry.  

SEPP (Rural Lands) 2008  

The SEPP (Rural Lands) 2008 is an important overarching policy that applies to all rural land in Tweed Shire.  

The aims of the policy are: 

                                                      
10

 http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/pubs/north-coast-land-use 
 
11

 
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/PolicyandLegislation/Legislationandplanninginstruments/ListingofStatePolici

es/tabid/614/language/en-US/Default.aspx 
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(a) to facilitate the orderly and economic use and development of rural lands for rural and related purposes; 

(b) to identify the Rural Planning Principles and the Rural Subdivision Principles so as to assist in the proper 

management, development and protection of rural lands for the purpose of promoting the social, economic and 

environmental welfare of the State; 

(c) to implement measures designed to reduce land use conflicts; 

(d) to identify State significant agricultural land for the purpose of ensuring the ongoing viability of agriculture on that 

land, having regard to social, economic and environmental considerations; 

(e) to amend provisions of other environmental planning instruments relating to concessional lots in rural subdivisions. 

The SEPP (Rural Lands) policy identifies rural land use zones for collective application to all rural land (See 

Appendix 1). Under the policy rural zones include any of the following, or an equivalent land use zone: Zone 

RU1 Primary Production, Zone RU2 Rural Landscape; Zone RU3 Forestry; Zone RU4 Rural Small Holdings; 

Zone RU6 Transition. These are to replace a previous ‘nest’ of rural zones. The associated state Practice Note 

of April 2006 recommends on application of the zones. 

There is also Large Lot Residential Zone (R5) that is a designated Residential Zone (not defined as a ‘rural’ 

zone) which is the replacement equivalent of the Rural Living Zone currently applied in Tweed Shire (see 

below). Its objectives relevant to the current project are identified in Appendix 1, but are repeated here for 

reader convenience: 

To provide residential housing in a rural setting while preserving, and minimising impacts on, environmentally sensitive 

locations and scenic quality.  

To ensure that large residential lots do not hinder the proper and orderly development of urban areas in the future.  

To ensure that development in the area does not unreasonably increase the demand for public services or public facilities.  

To minimise conflict between land uses within this zone and land uses within adjoining zones. 

The list of permissible land uses in the Large Lot Residential R5 Zone matches land uses in current Zone 1(c) 

Rural Living which has limited application in the shire. In short, while home occupation and environmental works 

are permitted in the R5 zone without need for consent, a range of other uses can be permitted subject to 

consent. These include but are not limited to Animal boarding or training establishments; Bed and breakfast 

accommodation; Boarding houses; Child care centres; Community facilities; Dwelling houses; Environmental 

facilities; Home businesses; Home industries; Information and education facilities; Kiosks; Neighbourhood 

shops; Places of public worship; Recreation areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); Recreation facilities (outdoor); 

Respite day care centres; Roads; Veterinary hospitals; Water supply systems. However it does not follow that 

because a use can be approved, it does not follow that it should be approved. All other uses are prohibited in 

the R5 Zone  

In Tweed Shire, the pre-2008 rural zones still apply, as the Council has not completed its process to convert to 

the new zones. Therefore the existing zones as currently applied via the Tweed LEP are referred to in this 

project, unless replaced during the project.  Figure 11 presents the current zones.  

The primary zones currently applied across private land in Tweed Shire are the Zone 1(a) Rural, Zone 1(b) 

Agricultural Protection, and the Environmental Protection Zone (Zone 7). Public lands are primarily within 

the National Parks and Nature Reserves Zone. There are also small areas of the Zone 1(c) Rural Living at 

scattered locations, but generally less frequent in the Shire’s western hinterlands. Rural villages are in Zone 2 

(d) Village, which is not a formal rural zone.  
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Figure 11: Current Land Use Zones in the Tweed Shire 

 

 

Source: Tweed Shire 
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Rural Planning Principles  

The NSW Land and Environment Court defines a planning principle as a ‘statement of a desirable outcome 

from a chain of reasoning aimed at reaching, or a list of appropriate matters to be considered in making a 

planning decision’. Planning principles can be legally binding and need to be considered with the planning 

policies and plans of local authorities. 

The SEPP (Rural Lands) 2008 identifies that main the thrusts of NSW’s Rural Planning Principles are to 

promote and protect opportunities for current and potential future ‘sustainable economic activities’ in rural areas, 

and to recognise the importance of rural lands and agriculture for their economic, social and environmental 

values. They also require consideration of the important matter of impacts on services and infrastructure, and 

appropriate location when providing for rural housing. The full principles list is reproduced in Appendix 2. 

The NSW Primary Industries Policy Number 0-104 Maintaining Land for Agricultural Industries also reinforces 

the objectives of the SEPP (Rural Lands) 2008. Its stated purpose is: 

To guide the planning system in providing certainty and security for agricultural enterprises over the long term and to 

enable those enterprises to respond to future market, policy, technology and environmental changes.  

Key elements of the Policy are that:  

•••• land with the best combination of soil, climate, topography and water for agricultural production is a limited 

resource in New South Wales and should be maintained for future generations;  

•••• agricultural land should not be alienated directly through lands being used for non-agricultural purposes and 

indirectly by incompatible developments on adjacent land restricting routine agricultural practices; and  

•••• agricultural industries are a fundamental asset to the state of NSW as they provide a long term means of providing 

employment, raw materials and fresh safe secure food while supporting regional communities.  

Its policy statement then (in part) includes the following:  

1. Environmental planning instruments should be structured to;  

•••• promote the continued use of agricultural land for commercial agricultural purposes, where that form of land use is 

sustainable in the long term;  

•••• avoid land use conflicts;  

•••• protect natural resources used by agriculture;  

•••• protect other values associated with agricultural land that are of importance to local communities, such as heritage 

and visual amenity;  

•••• provide for a diversity of agriculture enterprises, including specialised agricultural developments, through 

strategically planned locations to enhance the scope for agricultural investment in rural areas; and  

•••• allow for value adding and integration of agricultural industries into regional economies.  

Other primary policies include in brief:  

• Re Conversion of land: The conversion of land used by agricultural enterprises to other uses should only 

take place where fully justified in the strategic planning context. 

• Re Minimum size of holdings for dwelling entitlement: Criteria (in planning instruments) to determine the 

minimum size of holdings necessary for a dwelling entitlement in rural areas need to be based on 

sustainable productive agriculture. 

• Re Minimising land use conflict: Councils should also consider other approaches to achieving the goal of 

minimising conflict in agricultural production zones so that farms can operate without unnecessary 

restrictions. 

In short, the state’s rural planning principles reinforce the importance of protecting productive agricultural land, 

and the efficient allocation of public resources in planning future rural land use. 
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Rural Subdivision Principles 

The SEPP (Rural Lands) in part includes rural subdivision principles. These aim to minimise the 

fragmentation of rural land for non-productive uses, and associated land use conflicts (particularly between 

residential land uses and other rural land use, primarily agricultural production). The principles are stated in 

Table 9:  

Table 9: NSW State rural land subdivision principles 

• The minimisation of rural land fragmentation. 
• The minimisation of rural land use conflicts, particularly between residential land uses and other rural land uses. 
• The consideration of the nature of existing agricultural holdings and the existing and planned future supply of rural 

residential land when considering lot sizes for rural lands. 
• The consideration of the natural and physical constraints and opportunities of land. 
• Ensuring that planning for dwelling opportunities takes account of those constraints. 

The SEPP also provides objectives for rural subdivision for agricultural purposes, matters to be considered in 

determining development applications for rural subdivisions or rural dwellings, and amendment of concessional 

lot provisions.  

 

 

State significant agricultural land and the protection of prime agricultural land. 

Part 4 of the NSW SEPP (Rural Lands) provides for the Minister for Planning to designate land as State 

Significant Agricultural Land. This is explained in the SEPP (Rural Lands) 2008. Land that may be included in 

this schedule is agricultural land of State or regional significance, which may be under pressure for uses not 

compatible with the current agricultural use and where its protection will result in a public benefit. 

Significant areas of land in the Tweed Shire are categorised as State Significant Agricultural Land and allocated 

to Zone 1(b) Agricultural Protection in the Tweed LEP 2000. This mainly but not entirely applies to land used for 

sugar cane in the lower to mid Tweed Valley, and on basalt plateau land used for vegetable production. This is 

further discussed under Agriculture in this document. 

The objectives for State Significant Agricultural Land are as follows: 

• to identify State significant agricultural land and to provide for the carrying out of development on that 

land, and  

• to provide for the protection of agricultural land: 

– that is of State or regional agricultural significance;  

– that may be subject to demand for uses that are not compatible with agriculture; 
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– if the protection will result in a public benefit. 

The primary objective of the Agricultural Protection Zone in Tweed LEP 2000 is to protect identified prime 

agricultural land from fragmentation and the economic pressure of competing land uses (particularly urban 

development). The secondary objective is to allow other development that is compatible with agricultural 

activities. The Draft Tweed LEP 2012 maintains the same sentiments for the proposed replacement Zone RU1 

Primary Production, in part by minimising the fragmentation of the resource base and protecting prime 

agricultural land from the economic pressure of competing and use. 

The RU1 Primary Production zone is intended for all types of primary industry production, and aims for the land 

to be used in a sustainable manner. Its application is intended for ‘large contiguous areas of land mapped as 

most important for current and/or future food, fibre and timber production, and rural employment’.
12

 Flood plain 

areas growing sugar cane, and the horticultural land on the Cudgen-Duranbah plateau are such areas. 

Far North Coast Regional Strategy  

The NSW Far North Coast Regional Strategy 
13

 covers Tweed, Byron, Ballina, Lismore, Kyogle and Richmond 

Valley. Its intention is ‘to manage the Region’s expected high growth rate in a sustainable manner’. The Strategy 

identifies the following main planning challenges in context of continued population growth: 

• Improved protection and enhancement of environmental assets, biodiversity and landscape values 

• Sustainable use of natural resources 

• Managing population growth to prevent urban sprawl and minimise damage to environmental values and 

rural production 

• Building on the region’s excellent reputation, high environmental value, tourism, education and 

horticulture industries. 

Northern Rivers Catchment Action Plan (CAP2) 

The Northern Rivers Catchment Action Plan (NRCAP)
14

 sets the direction for managing natural resource issues 

in the Northern Rivers Region which is to be reflected in LEPs and regional strategies. The Region contains 127 

sub-catchments and plan identifies two key land use conflict issues: 

• Natural resource managers are being pressured to modify operations as a response to complaints from 

parties both next to the resource area (settlement next to farming) and within the area (eg: organic 

farming next to traditional farming on important agricultural land). 

• Pressure on natural resources and the use resulting from conflict with residential uses. 

CAP2 identifies five strategies to attain its goals: 

• Strategy 1: Engage and support the community to build capacity and partnerships. 

• Strategy 2: Manage landscapes and seascapes. 

• Strategy 3: Sustain livelihoods. 

• Strategy 4: Enrich lifestyles and culture. 

                                                      
12 Northern Rivers Farmland Protection Project, Final Recommendations, February 2005  
 
13

 Far North Coast Regional Strategy. Department of Planning, NSW Government. 2006.  
14

 Northern Rivers Catchment Action Plan 2013–2023: Summary. CAP2. Setting the direction for 

natural resource management in the Northern Rivers Region. Northern Rivers CMA. April 2013. 
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• Strategy 5: Manage for change to enable the community and government to effectively carry out natural 

resource management (NRM).  

Its priorities in part include the following:  

• Managing threats to increase landscape and seascape function, productivity and resilience, including 

managing threatened species and ecological communities. 

• Managing conflicts around land and sea resource availability, use and security. 

• Promoting best practice and innovation. 

• Supporting planning and management processes that protect lifestyle and cultural values. 

CAP2 identifies the need to understanding ‘whole systems’ and the complex and dynamic relationships 

between people and the natural environment. It also identifies that the Region has four ‘Socio-ecological 

Landscapes’ (SE Landscapes) being systems that represent ‘communities of similarity’’ with consistent and 

unique combinations of social and ecological characteristics for which NRM planning programs can be set. 

Tweed Shire is within the Northern SE Landscape. 

CAP2 identifies that farm viability is a function of four components: Farmer succession; Farm aggregation; Land 

use diversification and intensification; and Market forces. Other matters of main relevance to this include: 

Industry viability; Community values and expectations; Climate change and variability; Invasive species; 

Infrastructure and technology; and Government directions and policies. 

The Strategy includes commentary on the following matters relevant to the current development of the Rural 

Land Strategy that are reflected in this Discussion Paper.  

• Land (and sea) use is changing; 

• Growth will have many forms; 

• Producers are adapting; 

• Infrastructure influences population change. 

The CMA with community help has produced trial maps of community capacity, including Aboriginal community 

capacity. It has also mapped soil health, biodiversity, rivers, estuaries, wetlands and coastal and marine 

environments, in part for input into planning considerations. These are at broad strategic level.  

The resources and key environmental assets referred to in the management target include high value natural 

resources, State and regionally significant farmland, high conservation value vegetation and ecosystems, 

ecosystem corridors, significant mineral deposits, and extractive resources. 

Readers seeking more information should review the CAP2 and its referenced underpinning documents.  

Local Environment Plans (LEP) 

LEPs are required to cover all local government areas in NSW. The LEPS are required to be prepared to a 

standard model format set by the State Government. 

What does the Local Environment Plan (LEP) say about the Shire’s rural lands? 

The Tweed LEP 2000 aims to recognise the outcomes, strategic principles, policies and actions of the Tweed 

Shire 2000 + Strategic Plan that was adopted by Tweed Council in 1996. That plan in part seeks to promote 

ecologically sustainable development consistent with the four ESD principles relating to: the precautionary 

principle; inter-generational equity; conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity, and improved 

valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms.  
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Through the application of Zone 1(a) Rural and the Zone 1(b) Agricultural Protection across most private 

land in the rural areas of the Shire, the LEP seeks to protect the rural character and amenity of the land, and its 

condition for agriculture and natural resource purposes and use. 

Specifically through Zone 1(b) Agricultural Protection, the LEP seeks to protect identified prime agricultural land 

from fragmentation and the economic pressure of competing land uses. It is applied to much of the mapped 

State Significant Agricultural Land in the shire. 

Through the Zone 1(c) Rural Living the LEP also enables rural residential development in some limited 

selected areas. The challenge in the Tweed Shire as in many municipalities in NSW and nationally, is to 

achieve a balance that maximises the overall community benefit of the land for the present and the future. This 

can mean that the interests of the community often need to outweigh the interests of the individual.  

A revision of LEP 2000 is currently being prepared as Draft LEP 2012. 

Land Use Zones 

The land use zones applied to all land across the Shire provide objectives and identify the permitted without 

consent, permitted with consent, and prohibited land uses. The Zone objectives are identified in Table 10. Use 

categories for the current zones are identified in Appendix 3.  

Table 10: Objectives of the current rural land zones applied in Tweed Shire 

Zone Primary objectives 

Zone 1 (a) Rural  • Enable the ecologically sustainable development of land that is suitable primarily for 
agricultural or natural resource utilisation purposes and associated development. 

• Protect rural character and amenity. 

Zone 1 (b) Agricultural 
Protection  

• Protect identified prime agricultural land from fragmentation and the economic pressure of 
competing land uses.  

Zone 1 (c) Rural living • Enable rural residential development in selected areas possessing particular 
environmental and servicing attributes which do not compromise the viability of rural 
activities on land in the vicinity, do not detract from the quality of the rural and natural 
environment and do not create unreasonable or uneconomic demands, or both, for the 
provision or extension of public amenities or services. 

• Provide rural residential development of a design integration, quality and scale compatible 
with, and making a positive contribution to, the character of the rural area in the vicinity. 

Zone 2 (d) Village • Provide for residential development and a full range of services and facilities traditionally 
associated with a rural village which is of a design and scale that makes a positive 
contribution to the character of the village. 

Zone 2 (f) Tourism • Encourage integrated tourist development and uses associated with, ancillary to or 
supportive of the tourist development, including retailing and service facilities, where such 
facilities are an integral part of the tourist development and are of a scale appropriate to 
the needs of that development. 

• Ensure that prime sites are developed for the best use and fulfill their economic and 
employment generating potential for the area. 

Zone 5 (a) Special uses • Identify land which is developed or is proposed to be developed, generally by public 
bodies, for community facilities and services, roads, railways, utilities and similar things. 

Zone 6 (b) Recreation  • Designate land, whether in public or private ownership, which is or may be used primarily 
for recreational purposes. 

Zone 7 (a) Environmental 
protection (wetlands and 
littoral rainforests) 

• Identify, protect and conserve significant wetlands and littoral rainforests. 
• Prohibit development which could destroy or damage a wetland or littoral rainforest 

ecosystem.  

Zone 7 (d) Environmental 
Protection (Scenic/ 
Escarpment) 

• To protect and enhance those areas of particular scenic value to the area of Tweed, 
minimise soil erosion from escarpment areas, prevent development in geologically 
hazardous areas, and maintain the visual amenity of prominent ridgelines and areas.  

Zone 7 (f) Environment 
Protection (Coastal 

• Identify land susceptible to coastal erosion and protect it from inappropriate development.  
• Protect and enhance the scenic and environmental values of the land.  
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Lands) 

Zone 7 (l) Environment 
Protection (Habitat) 

• Protect areas or features which have been identified as being of particular habitat 
significance.  

• Preserve the diversity of habitats for flora and fauna.  
• Protect and enhance land that acts as a wildlife corridor.  

Zone 8 (a) National Parks 
and Nature Reserves 

• Identify land which is reserved or dedicated under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 
1974.  

• Allow for the management and appropriate use of that land as provided by that Act. 
Source: Tweed LEP 2000 

Subdivision controls  

All land is subject to subdivision controls that are prescribed through the land use zone. The controls for the 

abovementioned Zones are identified in Table 11. 

Table 11: Subdivision control over rural lands in Tweed Shire 

Zone Objectives / conditions relating to subdivision.  

Zone 1 (a) Rural 

Zone 1 (b) Agricultural 
protection  

Zone 7 (a) Environment 
Protection (wetlands 
and littoral rainforest) 

Zone 7 (d) Environment 
Protection (scenic / 
Escarpment) 

Zone 7 (l) Environment 
Protection (Habitat)  

Objectives  

• to prevent the potential for fragmentation of ownership of rural land that would: (i) adversely 
affect the continuance or aggregation of sustainable agricultural units, or (ii) generate 
pressure to allow isolated residential development, and provide public amenities and 
services, in an uncoordinated and unsustainable manner.  

• to protect the ecological or scenic values of the land.  
• to protect the area of Tweed’s water supply quality.  
Consent may only be granted to the subdivision of land:  
• within Zone 1(a), 1(b2), 7(a), 7(d) or 7(l) if the area of each allotment created is at least 40 

hectares, or  
• within Zone 1 (b1) if the area of each allotment created is at least 10 hectares.  
Despite sub-clause (2), consent may be granted to the subdivision of land where an allotment 
to be created is less than 40 hectares, or 10 hectares in the case of Zone 1 (b1), if the consent 
authority is satisfied that the allotment will be used for a purpose, other than for an agricultural 
or residential purpose, for which consent could be granted.  
For the purposes of sub-clauses (2) and (3):  
• land is taken to be within Zone 1(b1) if it is shown on the zone map by the marking ‘1(b1)’,  
• land is taken to be in Zone 1(b2) if it is shown on the zone map by the marking ‘1(b2)’. 

Zone 1 (c) Rural living Objective:  
• To ensure that the semi-rural character and environmental values of the locality are 

protected.  
Consent may be granted to the subdivision of land in Zone 1(c) for residential purposes only if:  
• each allotment will be connected to a reticulated water supply system, or a tank water 

supply will be provided to the satisfaction of the consent authority, and  
• the consent authority is satisfied that each allotment created is capable of accommodating 

adequate facilities for the treatment and disposal of sewage or will be connected to the 
Council's reticulated sewerage system, and  

• in the case of land to be connected to the Council's reticulated sewerage system - the area 
of each lot created is not less than 0.4 hectare, and  

• in the case of land not to be connected to the Council's reticulated sewerage system - the 
area of each lot created is not less than 1 hectare. 

Zone 7 (f) Environment 
Protection (Coastal 
Lands) 

Objectives  

• to protect the ecological or scenic values of coastal lands  
• to protect land that may be susceptible to coastal erosion processes from inappropriate 

development.  
Consent may be granted to the subdivision of land within Zone 7 (f) only if:  
• the area of each allotment created is at least 40 hectares, or  
• the consent authority is satisfied that the allotment will be used for a purpose, other than for 

an agricultural or a residential purpose, for which consent could be granted 
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Draft Tweed LEP 2012 

The Tweed Shire website identifies that the draft Tweed LEP 2012 (which has not yet been introduced) has 

been prepared consistent with the objectives of the NSW Rural Planning and Rural Subdivision Principles of the 

SEPP (Rural Lands) 2008 discussed above.  

The following table provides the relationship between the current zones and those to be applied in the 

replacement LEP. On this basis most of the Shire’s private rural land will roll over to the replacement Zone RU1 

Primary Production and Zone RU2 Rural Landscape and the current Zone 1(c) Rural Living land will roll over to 

the Zone R5 Large Lot Residential. The objectives for the proposed ‘replacement’ rural zones are provided in 

Appendix 1. 

Table 12: Relationship between current and proposed rural land use zones in Tweed 

Shire. 

Zone Draft Tweed LEP 2010/2012 Zone # Tweed LEP 2000 (Current LEP)  

Rural Zones 

RU1 Primary Production  1(b) Agricultural Protection 

RU2  Rural Landscape 1(a)  Rural 

RU5 Village 2 (d) Village 

Residential Zones 

R5 Large Lot Residential 1(c)  Rural Living 

Special Purpose Zones 

SP1 Special Activities   

SP2 Infrastructure   

SP3  Tourist 2(f) Tourism 

  5(a) Special uses 

Environmental Protection Zones 

E1 National Parks and Nature Reserves 8(a)  National Parks and Nature Reserves 

E2 Environmental Conservation  7(a), 7(d) 7(a) Environmental Protection (Wetlands and 
Littoral Rainforests) 
7(d) Environmental Protection (Habitat) 

  7(f), 7(l) 7(f) Environmental Protection (Coastal Lands) 
7(l) Environmental Protection (Habitat) 

Waterway Zones 

W1 Natural Waterways  

W2 Recreational Waterways  

W3 Working Waterways  

It is unclear what will replace the current Zones 
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PART 4: LAND USE CATEGORIES AND ISSUES 
This Part provides a summary background to the main land use categories in the Shire’s 
rural land. 

Agriculture 

Background 

The primary matter for consideration in preparing the Tweed Rural Land Strategy with regard to agriculture is to 

retain the ability or flexibility of the land to be used for agriculture into the future, in accordance with State and 

local policies that are discussed above.  

Agriculture is a land use that may or may not be conducted as a business. For example: 

• Two properties may run 150 and 5 head of cattle respectively. The larger may be run as a commercial 

business, the latter may occur as a hobby activity but the cattle may be traded. In both cases the land is 

used for agriculture.  

• Two properties may run 100 head of cattle. One property may provide the sole source of income for a 

family. The other may be operated as a secondary enterprise by owners who are not dependent on the 

property as their sole means of income. Again, in both cases the land is used for agriculture.  

Further, the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) has determined through Taxation Ruling TR 97/11
15

 that it 

cannot be simply determined whether or not a farming activity is or is not a business. The ruling considers the 

meaning of 'business' of 'primary production' in the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (ITAA 1997). In lieu of 

any conclusive test on the matter the ruling identifies a set of indicators that are considered to provide ‘general 

guidance’. These are presented in Appendix 4. The ATO considers from legal precedence that the indicators 

must be considered in combination and as a whole, and that whether a business is being carried on depends 

on the 'large or general impression gained' from looking at all the indicators, and whether these factors provide 

the operations with a 'commercial flavour' However, the weighting given to each indicator may vary from case to 

case. 

It follows that the preparation of the Tweed Rural Land Strategy should not focus on whether agricultural lands 

are or are not operated as businesses. The primary issue for attention is the relevance and suitability of land 

use, and instituting sound planning for the orderly use and development of land for now and the future, while 

minimising potential for land use conflict.  

The Policy for Sustainable Agriculture in New South Wales
16

 of 1998 identifies that land available for agriculture 

is limited and attracts competition for other uses. The policy document states that ‘as some current land use 

practices have the potential to compound existing problems in the long-term, land should be managed to meet 

both present and future needs. This includes management of soil and vegetation, the control of pests and 

weeds, and management of organic wastes’. 

Agriculture in various forms remains the dominant use on land private across the Shire’s rural areas. Australian 

Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures identify that 79% of rural land in Tweed Shire is used for agriculture. This 

figure is significantly lower than for the wider Northern Rivers Region (90%) and Gold Coast City (83%). This is 

partially due to the high proportion of non-agricultural uses (national parks, conservation areas) compared to the 

whole Northern Rivers region. The ABS also identifies that over 21% of the shire’s agricultural land is used for 

                                                      
15

 Taxation Ruling TR 97/11: Income tax: Am I carrying on a business of primary production? 
16

 Reproduced from Policy for Sustainable Agriculture in New South Wales with the permission of the 

State Government of New South Wales 
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‘cropping’ (broadacre and horticulture) compared to 9% for the wider Northern Rivers Region. Conversely, 

Tweed Shire has a smaller proportion of land used for grazing (57% of rural land) compared to the broader 

Northern Rivers Region (78%). 

Table 13: Agricultural land use by area and proportion in rural Tweed Shire  

 Tweed Shire (ha.) % 

Land use crop (inc. broadacre and horticulture) 10,055 21% 

Grazing land (including pastures and range land) 26,729 57% 

Land under commercial forestry plantations 356 1% 

Other Agricultural Uses 16 0% 

Total Agricultural Uses 37,156 79% 

Total Non-agricultural Uses (e.g. conservation, national parks) 5,425 12% 

Total Land Use Area 47,018 100% 

Source: ABS 2011 

Over the past decade, the contribution of agriculture industry has fallen as a share of New South Wales’ 

economy. This is partially due to growths in competing tertiary industries and extreme weather conditions (flood 

and drought) affecting declines in agricultural output. While livestock production (primarily cattle and calf 

production) is the most significant agricultural sector in the Northern Rivers Region, the Region remains a state-

level significant agricultural producer, particularly in banana, berry, macadamia and sugarcane industries. The 

land use and landscape of the region continues to maintain a predominantly agricultural outlook, with the 

majority of land uses in grazing activities for meat and dairy cattle.  

Horticulture represents the second largest agricultural sector within Northern River Region (39% of total 

agricultural value). This exceeds the statewide proportion for horticulture (12% of agricultural value to NSW). 

This is followed by cattle and calves and plantation fruits, which mainly consist of bananas. 

The following are some main features of agriculture in the Tweed Shire. 

• The agricultural land capability in Shire is diverse due to the highly variable geology, soils, landform and 

subtropical climate. These factors combined, provide for a wide diversity of agricultural enterprises, and 

for the capability of the land for agriculture to vary from High to Very Low. Steep slopes are a main 

capability constraint in large areas of the Shire, that limits agricultural diversity  

• The Tweed Sustainable Agriculture Strategy (2011) reports that the Shire’s main agricultural industries, 

based upon their monetary value, are
17:

  

– Sugar – 28%, Bananas – 17%, Beef – 12%, Vegetables – 7% and Dairy – 6% 

– Other agricultural enterprises listed include horticultural tree crops, vine crops, and tea. 

• Sugar cane plantations dominate the floodplain where sugar cane land is protected within the Agricultural 

Protection Zone, and Tweed Shire produced almost 25% (570,000 tonnes) of the state’s sugar in 2005-

06, on almost 8,000 hectares. During the same financial year, the Tweed produced just less than 30% of 

the state’s bananas (4,300 tonnes) on 600 hectares.  

• The resilient volcanic soils of the Cudgen-Duranbah Plateau support intensive vegetable growing (mainly 

sweet potatoes). The area is within the Agricultural Protection Zone. 

                                                      

17
 (ABS 2008: Calculated from small area data of the ABS agricultural census 2005-6)  
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• The undulating to moderate hill country is generally grazed extensively by beef cattle and is potentially 

capable of higher-level production.  

• Banana production has traditionally occurred on and remains generally confined to steep slopes. 

• Other main commodities (eg: horticultural tree crops, passion fruit, tea) are represented by a small 

number of enterprises, and do not occupy large land areas relative to the above uses, or within the Shire. 

• In comparison to the Gold Coast Region, nurseries, cut flowers and cultivated turf, vegetable and milk 

production are significantly under represented in Tweed Shire. 

• Land use for beef cattle production, with associated vegetation retention, is a key feature of scenic 

amenity of the Shire’s hinterland.  

The following main trends in agriculture and agricultural land use have emerged over the past 20 - 30 
years.  

• Agricultural commodity prices have fluctuated on local and international markets, and agriculture 

producers are price takers. 

• The consolidation of farmed land (particularly broadacre cropping) has led to larger farm sizes and fewer 

establishments within regional New South Wales generally. However this potential is limited in Tweed 

Shire and Gold Coast, as farmers face limited supply of adequately sized lots and stiff competition from 

amenity purchasers which has increased rural land values often to non-agricultural prices.  

• Local agricultural producers facing stagnant or decreasing income levels increasingly seek value-adding 

opportunities including 'moving up the supply chain' through retail (eg: farm gate sales), agri-tourism, 

onsite processing and packaging of new produce (e.g. cheese, premium un-homogenized milk), direct 

delivery to local consumers and farmers markets. This is an evolving trend. 

• The increasing demand for land for amenity purposes is also encouraging agricultural land owners to exit 

the industry, through sub-division and sale of land potentially for ‘superannuation’ purposes. This will 

continue to compete against continued agricultural production in the Northern Rivers region. 

• Significant reduction in banana area and production has occurred, mainly due to increased competition 

from north Queensland and the soil borne pathogen Panama Disease affecting ‘Lady Finger’ banana 

plants, and most former banana land is now grazed for beef production.  

• The dairy industry has dramatically diminished with only about eight farms remaining, and has also been 

replaced by beef production. Deregulation of the dairy industry in the early 2000s exposed the industry to 

increased competition, and decreased farm gate milk prices. The industry declined generally in NSW, in 

part though declining farm economies of scale and reduced production, exacerbated by drought 

conditions, limited irrigation water supplies, and supermarket milk price wars. 

• The area of land under sugar cane has reduced with replacement by soya beans as a rotation crop, and 

beef production.  

• Beef production has expanded in area largely to replace dairying and banana production on smaller 

properties. It remains a dominant land use across the Shire including on smaller rural living lots. Larger 

beef properties are generally located in the west. 

• The area used for vegetable production has generally diminished under pressure from urban subdivision 

in the east of the Shire. The remaining vegetable production areas are largely within the Agricultural 

Protection Zone. 

• Various other small-scale agricultural enterprises (eg: tea, coffee, passionfruit) have increased in area 

from a low base. They still occupy just a small proportion of the Shire’s agricultural land.  
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• Sugarcane growers may experience declining prices, due to increased global competition. However over 

time the industry could be assisted by increasing demand for alternative fuel and demand for sugar cane 

may be driven by breakthrough in bagasse / cellulosic ethanol productions. 

Other factors for consideration in forward planning for the Shire’s rural area  

Issues for agriculture: 

In addition to the above, the following issues have been identified from existing literature and community 

consultation responses including those from face to face discussions with agricultural industry and government 

and local government agency representatives. 

Some main issues associated with agriculture in the Shire include the following: 

• It is important to protect agricultural land of regional and state strategic significance into the future. 

• The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) identifies that number of people employed in the agriculture, 

forestry and fishing sector in the Tweed decreased from 1,427 to 939 in the 10 years to 2006 (ie: 34% 

reduction). (TSC 2008). 

• Agricultural land is under increasing development pressure in the Tweed (and other places) and much 

land has been lost from production through urban and rural residential encroachment. This has a 

significant impact on the economic and social value of agriculture in the sire. For example, increasing 

land prices due to development pressure makes it difficult for farmers to purchase additional land to 

expand holdings to enhance the viability of their business. 

• Land use conflicts between farming and non-farming neighbours can occur. The range of potential 

conflict issues in Northern NSW are identified in the document titled Living and Working in Rural Areas: A 

handbook for managing land use conflict issues on the NSW North Coast.
18

. These are reproduced in 

Appendix 5. 

• NSW Government legislation sets landholder and other obligations for pest plant and animal control, and 

for protecting the physical condition of the land. A list of relevant legislation for agriculture and rural 

landholders generally is provided in Appendix 6.  

• Reliance on off-farm income is common in most agricultural areas including the Tweed where lot sizes 

and focus on agriculture as the primary land use vary substantially within the shire and local areas. The 

Rural Land Use Report (2002) conducted by Tweed Economic Development Corporation identified that 

there were only 12 properties over 200 hectares, 22 properties over 100 hectares, 700 properties 

between 40 and 100 hectares and over 700 properties between 1 and 40 hectares. It also reported that 

most rural properties in the Tweed occur as fragmented small holdings and that many are not particularly 

productive. 

• The age of farmers in the Tweed farming community is increasing in line with NSW and national trends. 

Some current community consultation feedback suggests that younger people are less likely to enter the 

agricultural industry possibly in part because declining market conditions make it more difficult for farming 

to be financially viable. This trend is not unique to Tweed Shire and it has been occurring across the 

                                                      

18
 Living and Working in Rural Areas: A handbook for managing land use conflict issues on the NSW North Coast. R 

Learmonth et al: Centre for Coastal Agricultural Landscapes, in partnership with Northern Rivers Catchment 

Management Authority. 2007 
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nation for several decades, but in some areas it is accompanied by other trends to increased farm sizes 

in areas where subdivision pressures and population incursions are not occurring.  

• Where population pressures are increasing, demand for non-agricultural use of agricultural land occurs, 

with generally escalating land prices. It is common for farmers to view their land as a superannuation 

entitlement for potential subdivision and selling for non-agricultural use. This can be contrary to the State 

and Tweed Shire policies to for long term protection of the production potential of land in the Shire. 

• It is common for the farming community to seek increased flexibility in planning to permit additional 

dwellings on properties to facilitate farm succession, and reduce loss of farming expertise from 

properties.  

• Rural subdivision of land into non-farming properties by definition fragments land and increases the price 

of agricultural land. It can also impact on others’ ’right to farm’ in farming areas, where subsequent 

conflict occurs. 

• While land can be ‘protected’ for agriculture through land use zoning, including the setting of minimum 

subdivision sizes, land use planning is not the sole factor in determining future land use, land 

management, and land condition. Land use planning does not deal directly with agricultural productivity, 

sustainability, viability and the economies of scale necessary to underpin future agricultural sustainability. 

• It is likely that considerable areas of low quality agricultural land in the Shire particularly in hill country are 

under-utilised relative to their real potential. Some of this land will be high hazard land for other non-

agricultural uses including rural living use due to factors such as erosion potential, land instability, and 

bushfire hazard. Weed infestation (eg camphor laurel) may be common on such land.  

• Farmers markets provide small-scale local producers with a regular opportunity to sell fresh produce. 

Direct selling allows farmers to network and can help to identify new markets. Producers can also use 

markets inside and outside the shire to trial new products or sell produce that is not suitable for sale 

elsewhere (eg: ‘seconds’ and non-export quality produce).  

• Agricultural land across the shire provides a major component into the shire’s landscape appeal. 

• It is an important sustainability principle that all land including agricultural land be managed within its 

capabilities to minimise potential for degradation including soil erosion, slope instability, and acid sulphate 

soils, water quality decline, and flooding. 

• The implications of climate change are uncertain.  
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Biodiversity  

Background  

Biodiversity per se is not a land use. However private and public land in the Shire retains native habitat and 

some is managed for this purpose.  

The Tweed Vegetation Management Strategy 2004
19

 (TVMS) links Tweed LEP 2000 with the NSW Native 

Vegetation Act 2003. The TVMS is available on the Tweed Shire website. The TVMS includes detailed 

assessment and mapping of ecological values in Tweed Shire. Ecological status varies up to very high and 

ecological sensitivity is rated as High (1), Moderate (2), Low (3) and Not Determined (4). While broadacre public 

lands hold major biodiversity values in the Shire, much value is also held on linear reserves (eg: road reserves, 

and stream and drainage line) and private lands.  

The Strategy includes a review of land-use planning mechanisms used in the protection and management of 

natural areas. A key consideration for land use planning was: 

The use of the Ecological Status criteria and mapping to guide strategic planning for habitat protection. 

The Strategy identifies the following key threatening processes relevant to biodiversity in the shire: 

• Clearing of native vegetation. 

• Alteration of natural flow regimes of rivers and streams and their floodplains and wetlands. 

As a general ‘rule’ retained native canopy vegetation cover and associated biodiversity values appear to 

increase with elevation up slope in hill areas as slope increases and accessibility and the potential use range of 

the land decreases. Being high in the landscape those areas on public and private land with retained vegetation 

cover provide important contribution to the Shire’s scenic and landscape appeal.  

The choice and application of appropriate planning tools is a key consideration for land use planning and 

biodiversity conservation into the future. This needs to be accompanied by a range of other measures including 

landholder education and awareness in the value and management of biodiversity. Assistance packages can 

provide an important input to these processes. Legislation and regulation is also important where appropriate. 

The Tweed LEP 2000 applied the following main planning tools for biodiversity protection. 

• Zoning - Environment Protection Zone- (includes 7(a) – See Table 10). 

• Environment and resource provisions relating to Zone 7(a) including a definition of ‘Vegetation 

clearing’. 

• Zone map overlay provisions.  

The Draft Tweed LEP 2012 proposes the following main content for biodiversity conservation
20

. ( 

• Two ‘conservation’ zones for application over private land. (Refer to Appendix 1 for the zone objectives) 

– E2 – Environment Conservation (total coverage 2,407 ha – approx. 1.8% of the Shire) 

– E3 – Environment Management (11,624 ha – approx. 8.8% of the Shire)  

• Tree and Vegetation Preservation Code: Tweed Development Control Plan – Section A16 (Clause 5.9) 

• Clause 7.8 Terrestrial biodiversity (local): This is a proposed overlay provision for application to the area 

mapped on the ‘LEP Biodiversity Map’ (Note: Map not yet available ) 

The objectives of the Tree and Vegetation Preservation Code are: 

a) To ensure the preservation of locally indigenous trees and vegetation which contribute to the biodiversity, social 

and amenity value of the Tweed Shire; 

                                                      
19

 Tweed Vegetation Management Strategy 2004. Prepared by Ecograph for Tweed Shire Council  
20

 Refer website http://www.tweed.nsw.gov.au/plandevbuild/lep2012draft/default.aspx) 
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b) To recognise and conserve very large trees (locally indigenous or otherwise) of amenity, heritage or habitat value; 

c) To provide a process for identifying, listing and preserving trees of ecological, heritage, aesthetic and cultural 

significance through a Significant Vegetation Register; 

d) To minimise unnecessary removal of or damage to native trees and vegetation; 

e) To provide advice to applicants regarding how to proceed with an application to remove or damage vegetation to 

which this Code applies; 

f) To provide a process for the submission, assessment and determination of an application to remove or damage 

vegetation to which this Code applies; and 

g) To specify types of vegetation removal or damage that is exempt from this Code. 

The preservation Code is directly linked to the NSW Native Vegetation Act 2003 (NV Act) which provides for the 

management of native vegetation within NSW to prevent broadscale clearing unless it improves or maintains 

environmental outcomes. In the Tweed Shire, the NV Act is applicable to the following land use zonings under 

the Tweed LEP 2012; Rural Zones (RU1, RU2), Residential Zone (R5), Special Purpose Zones (SP1, SP2, 

SP3), Recreation Zones (RE1, RE2), Environmental Protection Zones (E2, E3) and Waterway Zones (W1, W2, 

W3). Within those zones the NV Act prohibits the clearing of native vegetation except clearing that is authorised 

by development consent or a property vegetation plan under the NV Act. 

In Draft LEP 2012 the NV Act is the primary instrument to control and manage the clearing of native vegetation 

on rural land in the following Zones: RU1 Primary Production, RU2 Rural Landscape, RU5 Village, R5 Large Lot 

Residential. This covers the clearing of remnant native vegetation or protected regrowth, as defined by the NV 

Act, on rural zoned land. It follows that a person must not carry out vegetation clearing without the consent of 

Council (via a Code permit)on land affected by this Code. A person, who contravenes this Code or causes this 

Code to be contravened, may be prosecuted under the provisions of the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979. 

In 2012 the State Government released a Green Paper on A ‘New Planning System for NSW’’. This includes a 

proposal for Subregional Delivery Plans that will include ‘Identification of key biodiversity conservation areas/ 

corridors, environmental protection or prime agriculture land to be protected’.  

The Shire Council is working further on the environmental provisions of the LEP including application of Zone 

W1 Natural Waterways. (Refer to Appendix 1 for the objectives of this zone). 

Issues for biodiversity  

The biodiversity values on private lands have been retained under former and current land use, and care is 

needed to sustain this presence into the future in balance with other values, uses and management of the land. 

Other strategic considerations include the following:  

• Is biodiversity adequately protected within Tweed Shire? 

• Are there strategic deficiencies in the Shire under current State and local policy, for the adequate 

protection of biodiversity values on the Shire’s private land? 

• What initiatives apart from legislative control and LEP zoning may be needed to sustain and enhance the 

Shire’s biodiversity values?  
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Figure 12: Ecological status in Tweed Shire 

 

Source: Tweed Vegetation Management Strategy – Map 4 Ecological Values 
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Landscape 

Background 

The Tweed Council’s 1995 ‘Tweed Shire Scenic Landscape Evaluation’
21

 identifies 11 Scenic Districts. The 

purpose of the evaluation was to evaluate the scenic landscape, identify scenic routes, and to develop a 

procedure for management of the scenic landscapes including landscapes on the Register of the National 

Estate for the Tweed Shire Council.  

The scenic landscape assessment for the study classified the landscape of the Shire into: 

• Landscapes of Relative Scenic Quality; 

• Scenic Management Zones; 

• Scenic Routes and Viewpoints; 

• Scenic Features; and 

• Townships & Scenic Cultural Places. 

The previously identified Tweed Vegetation Management Strategy identified the need for the Tweed LEP to 

include zoning protection for areas of high scenic value, and for zone objectives to include scenic considerations 

                                                      
21

 Tweed Shire Scenic Landscape Evaluation. Prepared for the Tweed Shire Council by Catherine Brouwer, 

Landscape Architect. November 1995 
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and assessment guidelines. The current LEP 2000 includes objectives for protection of landscape amenity 

relevant to rural lands in a number of the zones. These areas are as follows: 

• In Zone 1(a) Rural – To protect rural character and amenity, and to provide non-urban breaks between 

settlements to give physical identity to each settlement. 

• In Zone 1(c) Rural Living – To enable rural residential development in selected areas where, among 

other matters, it will not detract from the quality of the rural and natural environment.  

• In Zone 7(a) Environment Protection (Wetlands and Littoral Forest) – To protect the scenic values of 

wetlands and littoral rainforests. 

• In Zone (7d) Environment Protection (Scenic / Escarpment) –To protect and enhance the areas of 

particular scenic value to the area of the Tweed. 

• In Zone 7(l) Environment Protection (Habitat) – To protect areas of scenic value. 

Issues for landscape  

Main strategic considerations regarding landscape in Tweed Shire are the following:  

• Does current strategic land use planning adequately address the protection and enhancement of 

landscape amenity in the Shire? If no, what planning tools should be applied and where? 

• Can the role of the Shire’s landscape values be better recognised and promoted through the Rural Land 

Strategy?  

• If better recognition and promotion of the landscape Tweed Shire’s is needed how should this be done 

and what should be the main thrust of the recognition and promotion?  

Rural Living 

Background  

There are two different types of rural residential development rural fringe and rural living. 

• Rural fringe is for estate type of development ranging from 4,000 m2 to 2 ha  

• Rural living is scattered amongst agricultural and vegetated land and can be on lots up to or exceeding 

40ha.  

Both types are zoned separately in most rural areas, and the current Tweed LEP recognises the economic and 

social input of rural living within and to the Shire. This discussion focuses on the rural living component. 

‘Rural living’ land is land in a rural setting, used and developed for dwellings that are not primarily associated 

with agriculture. It can include dwellings on existing single lots, or on subdivided lots, or on clustered low-density 

lifestyle developments. While agriculture may occur, it will be ancillary to the use for a dwelling and the amenity 

of a rural setting. The agriculture is likely to be carried on for ‘lifestyle’ reasons and is unlikely to provide a major 

source of household income. Because its function is primarily lifestyle, typically it can also generate expectations 

for Council services that may normally be provided in urban sectors.  

Rural living is widespread in the shire and its effects can have environmental, social and economic 

consequences. These effects can be broadly summarised as follows: 

• Waste disposal, particularly effluent. Much of the land in the shire is not well suited to common septic 

systems mainly due to high slope or flooding potential. In addition, septic systems and the more 

sophisticated residential secondary treatment systems require maintenance to remain efficient. Lack of 

maintenance can result in public health issues including odour problems and waterway pollution.  
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• Provision of social, health, and environmental services to dispersed rural living properties and 

communities where sought, can result in demand for inefficient allocation of public resources and in 

associated increased costs to the broader community. 

• Land use conflict commonly occurs where agricultural activities are relatively close to dwellings not 

associated with agriculture. This can be associated with agricultural activities such as (but not limited to) 

the use of farming plant and equipment (tractors, trucks motor bikes, pumps, lights, scare guns etc), the 

use of guns, sprays and fertilizers, the movement of stock transports, or other actions. Farmers are not 

necessarily willing or able to make concessions in their farming practice. Alternatively new residents into 

farming areas may not have appropriate skills or interests in land management, or adequate control of 

invasive plants, or domestic pets, particularly dogs. Rural landowners may therefore have to deal with 

loose dogs, lack of weed control, ineffective effluent management and so on. The document titled Living 

and Working in Rural Areas: A handbook for managing land use conflict issues on the NSW 

North Coast
22

 identifies these matters.  

• Conversion of land from agriculture to rural living or small scale production units through subdivision and 

associated development of domestic/non-farming infrastructure becomes a permanent land use change 

within foreseeable planning timeframes. The loss of agricultural land to rural living reduces agricultural 

output from the Shire and can affect the ability of farm enterprises to improve economies of scale.  

• Rural living residents are more likely to commute to employment outside of the immediate locality. 

• Increased rural living increases population density and can inject resources into local communities and 

townships. 

Consultation feedback to date for the current project seeks both: 

• more access to rural land for rural living based on notions of agriculture being in decline in the Tweed 

Shire, and a need for providing for family succession arrangements 

• minimising or prevention of further housing incursion into rural areas particularly where not associated 

with production activity. 

Consultation feedback also argues both that the owners of small landholdings are better able to manage and 

control pest plants and animals and land stability, and conversely that such owners often do not have interest or 

knowledge in land management and associated matters. 

Some response has argued for communal type living based on ‘sustainable’ self sufficiency models through 

food production and limited municipal infrastructure (ie: roads, kerb, channel, power, water, sewerage) and 

environmental health services. Local government needs to comply with the NSW State Government’s policy for 

this land use titled State Environmental Planning Policy No 15—Rural Landsharing Communities. The policy is 

available on the NSW Government’s planning website.
 23

.  

Very limited response has covered visionary matters such as a need for rural living to occur in areas with 

suitable land capability including in areas with low susceptibility to geotechnical instability and other forms of land 

degradation.  

Issues for rural living  

Main considerations for rural living development include the following: 

                                                      
22

 Living and Working in Rural Areas: A handbook for managing land use conflict issues on the NSW North 

Coast. Centre for Coastal Agricultural Landscapes, in partnership with Northern Rivers Catchment 

Management Authority. 2007 
23

 http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/view/inforce/epi+206+1998+cd+0+N 
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State and local policy require that any rezoning of land to rural living from farming use must be strategically 

justified. This guards against the unplanned loss of productive agricultural land, and provides for the efficient 

allocation of use and public resources. This is not an argument against the rezoning of land, but is a clear 

message that rezoning cannot occur merely as a matter of course. Matters associated with this include but are 

not limited to the following. 

• Potential remoteness from infrastructure and social and environmental services and potential for 

demands on Tweed Shire Council and the State Government for provision of inefficient provision of 

social, environmental, and physical infrastructure and services.  

• The need for rural living to be appropriately located with regard to safety (eg: for protection from flood and 

fire). 

• The need rural living development to be located and planned taking account of the capability of the land 

(eg: erosion hazard, on site waste treatment, slope stability) to sustain the development and use. 

• Impact of development on water quality and quantity in drainage lines, streams, and reservoirs in rural 

areas particularly from increased residential/population density, and location of infrastructure and 

services. 

• The need to minimise potential for current and future land use conflicts between agricultural activities, 

and amenity expectations of rural living residents, and with local environmental values. 

• Consideration of the impact of removal of land from primary production.  

• Consideration of the impact of the use and development on local infrastructure (eg: roads, bridges etc) 

 

 

 

Rural Villages  

Background 

Most rural villages or townships in Tweed Shire (as with most other places) have historically occurred in or close 

to valley floors. This was for proximity to water and for ease of movement via limited and rudimentary road 

access, initially by horse and horse drawn transport, and later by motor vehicle. Most towns retained stable 

populations or experienced dwindling populations through the latter half of the Twentieth Century in part as 

improvements to roads and vehicles improved rural access, and as farm consolidations (and subsequent 

reductions in farming populations) occurred. In recent times rural villages in the Tweed and in other rural 

hinterland areas close to population centres in northern NSW and Southern Queensland have experienced 
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resurgences due to a variety of reasons including the arrival of rural living residents. Village farmers markets are 

an expression of this.  

Rural villages and surrounding communities (including agricultural and rural living use) are interdependent. 

Agriculture traditionally provided the economic base of many rural and regional towns, and has contributed to 

the development of rural communities by creating jobs, economic wealth and sense of community. Rural living 

populations also inject revenue and social impetus into local rural villages. Over time, the balance can shift away 

from reliance on agriculture as rural communities become more diverse.  

Concurrently, the agricultural sector has traditionally depended upon many services provided by rural and 

regional centres, such as farm supplies and transport, effective communication, financial services, networks for 

the supply of water and energy, and community organisations including fire brigades, churches, schools, and 

post offices. 

Expansion of rural villages can be periodically needed through the rezoning for additional village land. This 

needs to occur in consideration of a projected planning growth period of 15 to 20 years. It also needs to occur 

with care as village locations close to streams or at the foot of surrounding hills can be associated with dangers 

and incompatibilities with the land including water pollution..  

Issues for rural villages  

The following principles for expansion of rural townships or villages onto surrounding rural land reflect sound 

planning practice and cater for the protection of public assets and human life. The principles are sourced from a 

range of planning documents including NSW State housing code policy documentation.  

• The Shire will have identified a strategic need for expansion of a township or townships on the basis that 

there limited supply of undeveloped land in the village that is suitable for residential or business 

development and that expansion is seen as orderly and efficient development that should occur in the 

interests of the wider community . 

• Designation of the village expansion land will be the subject of detailed study of the capability and 

suitability of the land for such purpose, in order that the implications of development are clearly 

understood for matters including the installation and maintenance of underground services including 

reticulated water and sewerage (where or if intended) and power . 

• As a fundamental basis of orderly planning any expansion should cater for future demand for a planning 

period of up to 15 or 20 years. 

• Any expansion should occur in areas where reticulated services can be installed. 

• Expansion cannot occur into land that is designated to be high hazard or high risk flood control lots 

including floodways, flood storage areas, a flow path or areas identified in local flood plans as high 

hazard or high risk 

• Expansion cannot occur into land that is designated high risk bushfire land (BAL40+ or BAL FZ) 

• Expansion cannot occur into areas of designated high quality native vegetation.  

• Expansion should not occur on high quality or strategically important agricultural land unless strategically 

justified to do so.  
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Tourism  

Background 

Tourism is commonly defined as the practice of travelling for pleasure, or the business of providing tours or 

services for tourists. The Oxford Dictionary definition is ‘the commercial organisation and operation of holidays to 

places of interest’. Tourism is therefore difficult to define as a land use per se, and it takes many forms.  

The visual appeal of the shire’s rural lands including its farmland in the hills which retain considerable native 

vegetation are central its visual appeal and to tourism activity. 

Planning instruments including LEPs address tourism largely through the provision for the establishment and 

use of land for short term accommodation or other facilities. The Draft Tweed LEP 2012 defines ‘tourist and 

visitor accommodation’ as a building or place that provides temporary or short term accommodation on a 

commercial basis under any of the following categories: backpackers, bed and breakfast, farm-stay, hotel or 

motel, serviced apartments, but does not include caravan parks, camping grounds, or eco-tourism facilities. 

(Eco-tourism facilities are subject to provisions specific to that use which by definition are sensitively designed 

establishments located in or adjacent to an area with special ecological or cultural features.)  

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) identifies that in recent years the Gold Coast and the Northern Rivers 

Region have collectively attracted around 16 million visitors annually. Visitation is primarily focussed in the Gold 

Coast and the Northern Rivers coastal areas, and in 2011 the rural areas attracted only 1% of the shire’s 

international visitors. About half of the Tweed rural area’s total tourist numbers are visiting and residing with 

family or friends while about 40% are primarily sightseeing.  

Consistent with the above, the Tweed’s coastal areas have well developed tourism infrastructure (eg: large 

scale resort accommodation, caravan parks, hotels, holiday homes and water-based infrastructure). In contrast 

the shire’s rural areas are largely undeveloped for tourism, with small scale tourism businesses in the hinterland 

and rural villages that are predominantly used for touring, general sightseeing, visiting farm gates, markets and 

nature based walks. The shire’s extensive National Parks and public nature reserves have little supporting 

infrastructure and are largely undeveloped for tourism. Mt Warning is one of the key destinations, and there is 

some local tourism infrastructure and accommodation. 

Available tourism data also shows that:  

• Most visitors (45%) and most overnight visitors to rural Tweed Shire are from Regional Queensland and 

Northern NSW, and most visitors to the urban and coastal Tweed Shire are mainly from Regional NSW:  

• The major lifecycle groups to rural Tweed Shire include ‘young single living at home’ (15%), 

‘young/midlife couple, no kids’ (15%) and ‘parent with youngest child aged 15+’ (12%).  

• While the family market is prominent in both urban and rural Tweed Shire, rural Tweed has a higher 

proportion of younger visitors (singles and couples) compared with urban/coastal areas which have a 

higher proportion of older (retiree) couples.  

Tourism statistics reflect the current situation. The other side of the tourism story is what can through strategic 

planning and specific events to further develop tourism into the future. This can potentially occur for example, 

through the promotion of the Shires natural and other features, and at the local recurrent level through the 

staging of events such as concerts or farmers markets. It can also occur through policy and provision in the in 

Tweed LEP, or other Shire or Regional strategic plans and strategies (eg Shire or Regional Economic 

Strategies).  

The Tweed Rural Land Strategy can best provide for tourism by providing a policy position conducive for 

tourism investment The ideal outcome for the above is for symbiotic relationships to evolve between the 

provision of facilities and the attraction of visitation, in similar way to the symbiotic relationships between resident 
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rural communities and rural villages. Ultimately this can only occur where governments or private agents are 

prepared to organise and invest in the provision of events or infrastructure or both. A rural land strategy can lead 

the horse to water but cannot it to drink’.  

Issues for tourism 

Important strategic issues for tourism and recreation are: 

• The current Tweed LEP contains limited content on vision and policy directions for tourism and 

recreation in the Shire’s rural areas. Can this be enhanced in balance with the promotion and protection 

of other land uses in the Tweed’s rural areas?  

• Tourism appears to be relatively undeveloped in the Tweed’s rural areas, and appears to face strong 

competition for tourism dollars with other places including the Tweed’s coastal and urban areas. 

However some markets may be totally different and not in competition.  

• The Rainforest Way traverses through Tweed Shire’s Hinterland, and touring may present a growth 

opportunity for tourism in the Shire’s rural areas. 

• Other than Tropical Fruit World, the Shire’s rural hinterland has limited extent and quality of infrastructure 

for local produce sales. 

• There may be opportunity to further develop tourism in the Tweed’s rural villages, including quality dining, 

small accommodation, art and crafts, and farmers markets, but there is strong competition for tourist 

dollars in these markets within the wider region. 

• Tourism infrastructure in national and state parks within Tweed Shire is not well developed. With 

improvements to infrastructure there is opportunity to grow nature based tourism in Tweed Shire. 
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PART 5: CONSULTATION FEEDBACK NEEDS  

Background 

This document has endeavoured to provide an overview of the scope of issues needing to be considered in 

preparing the Tweed Rural Land Strategy. It assumes that readers will have some prior knowledge and interest in 

the topic. The document cannot provide a comprehensive coverage of the matters involved. It is also previously 

advised that this document should be read together with the document titled Tweed Rural Land Strategy: 

Resource Inventory and Land Capability Assessment. May 2013.  

The content of this document has also included the scope of comment received in community consultation 

conducted to date during the current project, including a series of community forums conducted by Tweed Shire. 

Such comment is factored into the document without explicit reference to those who have provided comment. 

Most consultation comment to date has focussed on current issues perceived by those making comment. Typically 

this has expressed interest in either freeing up planning to provide for increased subdivision and housing in rural 

areas, or the reverse – the latter in the interests of protecting the ability of rural farmland to continue to produce 

agricultural product. Other feedback has sought the protection and enhancement of the Shire’s biodiversity assets, 

and better providing for tourism based on the Shire’s ecology landscape values.  

It is considered that the scope of the above community interests are well understood and further feedback of this 

type will provide limited further information into the project. 

It is also noted that focus is not required on the protected agricultural lands in the Shire. These areas have strong 

state government and local policy protection, particularly from the further incursion of residential development. It is 

also the case that much of this land on the valley floors of the Tweed River and its tributaries is subject to periodic 

flooding and is not appropriate for residential development in any case. 

It also the case that state and local policy seeks to protect the versatility of rural lands to continue to provide for 

agriculture, and that the rezoning of land for other uses cannot occur without strong strategic justification.  

What feedback is sought?  

The feedback focus at this stage of the project needs to focus on the future 20 year vision for the Shire’s rural lands, 

and the implications of such vision on the range of land uses that currently occur across the Shire’s rural lands, on 

the potential for new land uses to evolve, and the associated values which collectively establish the Shire as a 

desired place to live, produce from the land, to sustain biodiversity, and to function as a cohesive community.  

This feedback sought will best be made in context of the scope of information provided in this current document. For 

example: 

• How should the Shire’s rural lands appear? 

• What are the critical values to be protected? 

• What would be the consequences of the proposed vision for the main land uses and values associated with 

the Shire’s rural lands? 

• How can the vision best be achieved to maximise sustained community benefit across economic, social and 

environmental sectors? 

The timeframe for feed back is stated on the Shire website.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Objectives of the proposed new zones for the Tweed 
Shire 
 

Zone   Objectives 

RU1 Primary Production • To encourage sustainable primary industry production by maintaining and enhancing 
the natural resource base. 

• To encourage diversity in primary industry enterprises and systems appropriate to 
the area. 

• To minimise the fragmentation and alienation of resource lands. 
• To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and adjoining zones. 

RU2 Rural Landscape • To encourage sustainable primary industry production by maintaining and enhancing 
the natural resource base. 

• To maintain the rural landscape of the zone. 
• To provide for a range of compatible uses, including extensive agriculture. 
• To provide for a range of tourism accommodation-based land uses, including agri-

tourism and any other like tourism that is linked to an environmental, agricultural or 
rural industry use of the land, such as bush foods, forestry, crafts and the like. 

• To provide for a range of compatible land uses that support tourism in the 
hinterlands and Tweed generally, such as teahouses, macadamia farms, specialised 
produce farms and the like. 

RU5 Village • To provide for a range of land uses, services and facilities that are associated with a 
rural village. 

R5 Large Lot Residential  • To provide residential housing in a rural setting while preserving, and minimising 
impacts on, environmentally sensitive locations and scenic quality. 

• To ensure large residential allotments do not hinder the proposer and orderly 
development of the urban areas in the future. 

• To ensure that development in the areas does not unreasonably increase the 
demand for public services and facilities. 

• To minimise the conflict between land uses within the zone and land uses within 
adjoining zones. 

• To maintain the rural and scenic quality of the land.  

SP1 Special Activities • To provide for special land uses that are not provided for in other zones. 
• To provide for sites with special natural characteristics that are not provided for in 

other zones. 
• To facilitate development that is in keeping with the special characteristics of the site 

or its existing or intended special use, and that minimises any adverse impacts on 
surrounding land.  

SP2  Infrastructure • To provide for infrastructure and related uses. 
• To prevent development that is not compatible with or that may detract from the 

provision of infrastructure. 

SP3 Tourism • To provide for a variety of tourist-orientated development and related uses.  

E1 National Parks and 
Nature Reserves 

• Management and use of land as per the relevant Acts. 

E2 Environmental 
Conservation  

• To protect, manage and restore areas of high ecological, scientific, cultural or 
aesthetic values. 

• To prevent development that could destroy, damage or otherwise have an adverse 
effect on those values. 

W1 Natural Waterways • To protect the ecological and scenic values of natural waterways. 
• To prevent development that would have an adverse effect on natural values of 

waterways in this zone, 
• To provide for sustainable fishing industries and recreational fishing. 

W2 Recreational • To protect ecological, scenic and recreation values of recreational waterways. 
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Waterways • To allow for water-based recreation and related uses. 
• To provide for sustainable fishing industries and recreational fishing.  

W3 Working Waterways • To enable the efficient movement and operation of commercial shipping, water-
based transport and maritime industries. 

• To promote the equitable use of waterways, including appropriate recreational 
uses. 

• To minimise impacts on ecological values arising from the active use of waterways. 
• Provide for sustainable fishing industries.  
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Appendix 2: NSW Rural Planning and Rural Subdivision Principles 

The following State principles apply for the planning and subdivision of rural land in NSW. 

Principles category Principles 

Rural Planning Principles • the promotion and protection of opportunities for current and potential productive and 
sustainable economic activities in rural areas, 

• recognition of the importance of rural lands and agriculture and the changing nature of 
agriculture and of trends, demands and issues in agriculture in the area, region or 
State, 

• recognition of the significance of rural land uses to the State and rural communities, 
including the social and economic benefits of rural land use and development, 

• in planning for rural lands, to balance the social, economic and environmental interests 
of the community, 

• the identification and protection of natural resources, having regard to maintaining 
biodiversity, the protection of native vegetation, the importance of water resources and 
avoiding constrained land, 

• the provision of opportunities for rural lifestyle, settlement and housing that contribute 
to the social and economic welfare of rural communities, 

• the consideration of impacts on services and infrastructure and appropriate location 
when providing for rural housing, 

• ensuring consistency with any applicable regional strategy of the Department of 
Planning or any applicable local strategy endorsed by the Director-General. 

Rural Subdivision principles • the minimisation of rural land fragmentation, 
• the minimisation of rural land use conflicts, particularly between residential land uses 

and other rural land uses, 
• the consideration of the nature of existing agricultural holdings and the existing and 

planned future supply of rural residential land when considering lot sizes for rural 
lands, 

• the consideration of the natural and physical constraints and opportunities of land, 
• ensuring that planning for dwelling opportunities takes account of those constraints. 
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Appendix 3: Land Use provision the rural Land Use Zones in the 
current Tweed LEP  
Zone Development within the zone 

Zone 1 (a) Rural  Item 1 - Allowed without consent 
• Agriculture 
• Environmental facilities 
• Forestry 

Zone 1 (b) Agricultural 
Protection  

Item 1 – Allowed without consent 

• Agriculture 
• Forestry 
Item 2 – Allowed only with consent 

• Bed and breakfast 
• Dwelling houses if each is on an allotment of (a) at least 10 hectares, where on land shown 

lettered “1 (b1)” on the zone map, or (b) at least 40 hectares, where on land shown lettered “1 
(b2)” on the zone map, or on an allotment referred to in clause 57 

• Multi-dwelling housing if:  
(a) not more than two dwellings are involved, and (b) they are attached, and (c) they are on 
allotment of: (i) at least 10 hectares, where on land shown lettered “1 (b1)” on the zone map, or 
(ii) 40 hectares, where on land shown lettered “1 (b2)” on the zone map, or on an allotment 
referred to in clause 5 

• any other buildings, works, places or land uses not included in Item 1, 3 or 4 

Zone 1 (c) Rural living Item 1 - Allowed without consent 

• Environmental facilities  
Item 2 - Allowed only with consent 

• Bed and breakfast 
• Dwelling houses24 
• Multi-dwelling housing if not more than two dwellings and are attached and are on an allotment 

that complies with clause 21 or an allotment referred to in clause 57. 
• Educational establishments 
• Any other buildings, works, places or land uses not included in Item, 1, 3 or 4 

Zone 2 (d) Village Item 1 – allowed without consent 

• Environmental facilities 
Item 2 – allowed only with consent 

• bed and breakfast 
•  dwelling houses if each is on an allotment of at least 450m2 
• rural workers’ dwellings 
• any other buildings, works, places or land uses not included in Item 1, 3 or 4 

Zone 2 (f) Tourism 
Item 1 – allowed without consent 

• Environmental facilities 
Item 2 – allowed only with consent 

• bed and breakfast 
• dwelling house if for a caretaker 
• any other buildings, works, places or land uses not included in Item 1, 3 or 4 

Zone 5 (a) Special uses Item 1 -allowed without consent: 

• environmental facilities 
• railways if on land indicated by red lettering as “Railway” on the zone map 
•  roads (including road widening) 
• any use authorised by or under the Forestry Act 1916 for the purpose of State forests if on 

land indicated by red lettering as “Forestry” on the zone map 

Zone 6 (b) Recreation  Item 1 - allowed without consent: 

                                                      
24

 If each house is on an allotment that complies with clause 21 or an allotment t referred to in clause 57. 
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• beach maintenance 
Item 2 – allowed only with consent 

• numerous including accommodation, dining, public buildings, clubs etc 

Zone 7 (a) 
Environmental 
protection (wetlands 
and littoral rainforests) 

Item 1 – allowed without consent 

• Nil 
Item 2 – allowed only with consent 

• beach maintenance  
• bed and breakfast  
• bushfire hazard reduction that is not exempt development  
• environmental facilities  
• home businesses  
•  noxious weed control that is not exempt development  
• real estate signs  

Zone 7 (d) 
Environmental 
Protection (Scenic/ 
Escarpment) 

Item 1 – Allowed without consent 

• Beach maintenance 
Item 2 – Allowed only with consent 

• bed and breakfast  
• bushfire hazard reduction that is not exempt development  
• business identification signs  
• camping grounds  
• dwelling houses if each is on an allotment of at least 40 hectares or an allotment referred to in 

clause 57 and if the number of dwellings does not exceed one for each 40 hectares of land 
contained within the allotment  

• earthworks  
• home businesses  
• home industries  
• multi-dwelling housing if: • not more than two dwellings are involved, and • they are attached, 

and they are on allotment of at least 40 hectares or an allotment referred to in cl. 57  
• noxious weed control that is not exempt development  
• real estate signs  
• roadside stalls  
• utility installations.  

Zone 7 (f) Environment 
Protection (Coastal 
Lands) 

Item 1 – Allowed without consent 

• beach maintenance 
• environmental facilities 
Item 2 – Allowed only with consent 

• bed and breakfast  
• bushfire hazard reduction that is not exempt development  
• earthworks  
• emergency service facilities  
• noxious weed control that is not exempt development  
• public utility undertakings  
• real estate signs  
• recreation areas  
• recreational beach activities  
• roads  
• urban stormwater water quality management facilities  
• utility installations (other than gas holders or generating works)  
• works for drainage and land fill. 
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Zone 7 (l) Environment 
Protection (Habitat) 

Item 1 – Allowed without consent 

• Nil 
Item 2 – Allowed only with consent 

• bed and breakfast  
• bushfire hazard reduction that is not exempt development  
• business identification signs  
• dwelling houses if on an allotment of at least 40 hectares or an allotment referred to in cl. 57 

and if the number of dwellings does not exceed one for each 40 hectares of land contained 
within the allotment  

• earthworks  
•  environmental facilities  
•  home businesses  
• noxious weed control that is not exempt development 

Zone 8 (a) National 
Parks and Nature 
Reserves 

Item 1 – allowed without consent 

• any use authorised by the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 or any use ordinarily incidental 
or ancillary to such a use. 

Item 2 – allowed only with consent  

• nil 
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Appendix 4: ATO indicators of whether primary production is being 
conducted as a business. 
Indicators which suggest a business is being carried on Indicators which suggest a business is not being carried 

on. 

A significant commercial activity Not a significant commercial activity 

Purpose and intention of the taxpayer in engaging in the 
activity 

No purpose or intention of the taxpayer to carry on a business 
activity 

An intention to make a profit from the activity No intention to make a profit from the activity 

The activity is or will be profitable The activity little repetition or regularity of activity is inherently 
unprofitable 

Repetition and regularity of activity Little repetition and regularity of activity 

Activity is carried on in a similar manner to that of the ordinary 
trade 

Activity carried on in an ad hoc manner 

Activity organised and carried on in a businesslike manner and 
systematically - records are kept 

Activity not organised or carried on in the same manner as the 
normal ordinary business activity - records are not kept 

Size and scale of the activity Small size and scale 

Not a hobby, recreation or sporting activity A hobby, recreation or sporting activity 

A business plan exists There is no business plan 

Commercial sales of product Sale of products to relatives and friends 

Taxpayer has knowledge or skill Taxpayer lacks knowledge or skill 

Source: Australian Taxation Office Ruling  

The indicators must be considered in combination and as a whole. Whether a business is being carried on depends 

on the 'large or general impression gained' (Martin v. FC of T (1953) 90 CLR 470 at 474; 5 AITR 548 at 551) from 

looking at all the indicators, and whether these factors provide the operations with a 'commercial flavour' (Ferguson 

v. FC of T (1979) 37 FLR 310 at 325; 79 ATC 4261 at 4271; (1979) 9 ATR 873 at 884). However, the weighting to 

be given to each indicator may vary from case to case. 
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Appendix 5: Typical rural land use conflict issues ion the NSW 
North Coast Region 
Issue  Explanation  

Absentee landholders Neighbours may be relied upon to manage issues such as bush fires, straying stock, 
trespassers etc. while the absentee landholder is at work or away. 

Access Traditional or informal ‘agreements’ for access between farms and to parts of farms may 
break down with the arrival of new people. 

Catchment management Design, funding and implementation of land, water and vegetation management plans are 
complicated with larger numbers of rural land-holders with differing perspectives and 
values. 

Clearing Neighbours may object to the clearing of trees, especially when it is done apparently 
without approvals or impacts on habitat areas or local amenity. 

Cooperation Lack of mutual co-operation through the inability or unwillingness on behalf individuals to 
contribute may curtail or limit traditional ‘work sharing’ practices on-farm or in the rural 
community. 

Dogs Stray domestic dogs and wild dogs attacking livestock and wildlife and causing a nuisance. 

Drainage Blocking or changing drainage systems through a lack of maintenance or failure to 
cooperate and not respect the rights of others. 

Dust Generated by farm and extractive industry operations including cultivating, fallow (bare) 
ground, farm vehicles, livestock yards, feed milling, fertiliser spreading etc. 

Dwellings Urban or residential dwellings located too close to or affecting an existing rural pursuit or 
routine land use practice. 

Electric fences Electric shocks to children, horses and dogs. Public safety issues. 

Fencing Disagreement about maintenance, replacement, design and cost. 

Fire Risk of fire escaping and entering neighbouring property. Lack of knowledge of fire issues 
and the role of the Rural Fire Service. 

Firearms  Disturbance, maiming and killing of livestock and pest animals, illegal use and risk to 
personal safety. 

Flies Spread from animal enclosures or manure and breeding areas. 

Heritage management Destruction and poor management of indigenous and non indigenous cultural artefacts, 
structures and sites. 

Lights Bright lights associated with night loading, security etc. 

Litter Injury and poisoning of livestock via wind blown and dumped waste Damage to equipment 
and machinery. Amenity impacts 

Noise From farm machinery, scare guns, low flying agricultural aircraft, livestock weaning and 
feeding, and irrigation pumps. 

Odours Odours arising from piggeries, feedlots, dairies, poultry, sprays, fertiliser, manure 
spreading, silage, burning carcases/crop residues. 

Pesticides Perceived and real health and environmental concerns over the use, storage and disposal 
of pesticides as well as spray drift. 

Poisoning Deliberate poisoning and destruction of trees/plants. Spray drift onto non-target plants. 
Pesticide or poison uptake by livestock and human health risks. 

Pollution Water resources contaminated by effluent, chemicals, pesticides, nutrients and air borne 
particulates. 

Roads Cost and standards of maintenance, slow/wide farm machinery, livestock droving and 
manure. 

Smoke From the burning of crop residues, scrub, pasture and windrows. 

Soil erosion Loss of soil and pollution of water ways from unsustainable practices or exposed soils. 
Lack of adequate groundcover or soil protection. 
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Straying livestock 

 

Fence damage, spread of disease, damage to crops, gardens and bush/rainforest 
regeneration. 

Theft/vandalism Interference with crops, livestock, fodder, machinery and equipment. 

Tree removal Removal of native vegetation without appropriate approvals. Removal of icon trees and 
vegetation. 

Trespass Entering properties unlawfully and without agreement. 

Visual/amenity Loss of amenity as a result of reflective structures (igloos, hail netting), windbreaks 
plantings (loss of view). 

Water Competition for limited water supplies, compliance with water regulations, building of dams, 
changes to flows. Stock access to waterways. Riparian zone management. 

Weeds Lack of weed control particularly noxious weeds, by landholders. 

 

Source: Living and Working in Rural Areas: A handbook for managing land use conflict issues on the NSW 
North Coast. 
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Appendix 6: NSW Legislation relevant to rural land use  
Legislation  Relevant content  

Environment Planning and Assessment 
Act 1979  

• Local Environmental Plans 
• Zoning and development controls 
• Environmental impact assessment procedures 
• Review and appeals Land and Environment Court 

Local Government Act 1994 • Broad planning and environmental responsibility 
• Opportunity for additional ‘nuisance’ controls, including domestic animals 
• Review and appeals to Land and Environment Court 

Water Management Water Act 1912 
Water Act 2000 

• Licensing and compliance 
• Groundwater and surface water extraction 
• Building a dam 
• Activities adjacent to or in streams 

Protection of the Environment 
Operations Act 1997 

• Pollution regulation – noise, odour, waste, pollution, air pollution (burning) 
• Sets strict standards and penalties 
• Notices to persons breaching Act 
• Negotiation commonly used to resolve ‘incidents’ 

Native Vegetation Act 2003 • Clearing of native vegetation and conservation 
• Enhancement of native vegetation 
• Private Native Forestry 

Threatened Species Conservation Act 
1995 

• Protected flora and fauna on private and public lands. 

Fisheries Management Act 1994 

 

• Works that may impact on aquatic habitat 
• Works in waterways or wetlands (dredging, reclamation and obstructions 

to free passage of fish) 
• Threatened aquatic species 
• Aquaculture 

Forestry Act 1916 • Regulates forestry activity within State forests and other Crown lands  

Dividing Fences Act 1991 • Establishment of a new fence or maintenance of an existing fence  

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 • Protection of native flora and fauna 
• Protection of Aboriginal sites 

Rivers and Foreshores Improvement 
Act 1948 

• Works in or adjacent to waterways or streams. 

Soil Conservation Act 1938 • Soil conservation 
• Land management 

Noxious Weeds Act 1993 • Noxious weeds 

Pesticides Act 1999 • Use of pesticides 
• Spray drift 

Rural Fires Act 1997 • Burning in rural areas Rural Fire Service 

Rural Lands Protection Act 1998  • Keeping of stock 
• Pest animals including wild dogs 

Plantation and Reforestation Act 1999 • Establishing planted forests 

Source: Living and Working in Rural Areas: A handbook for managing land use conflict issues on the NSW 
North Coast 
 

 


